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a b s t r a c t
We examined the spectral reﬂectance properties of 26 carbonaceous chondrites (CCs) that show evidence
of aqueous alteration and subsequent thermal metamorphism (termed ATCCs). We also reviewed the
thermal and aqueous alteration history of these meteorites and searched for trends between spectral
parameters and temperature histories in order to uncover spectral–compositional relationships. Aqueous
alteration results in the production of phyllosilicates from anhydrous silicate precursors – largely serpentine group phyllosilicates, and increasing amounts of saponite group phyllosilicates with increasing aqueous alteration. Thermal metamorphism results in dehydration of these phyllosilicates and production of
abundant amorphous material except at the highest temperatures ( J 900 °C), as well as alteration of carbonaceous components. ATCCs are a spectrally diverse group in almost all respects. Spectral slopes, as
measured by the ratio of reﬂectance at 2.4 lm to the local peak or inﬂection in the 0.5–0.8 lm region
and 2.4/1.5 lm ratios range from 0.78 to 1.48, and 0.93 to 1.24, respectively (blue-sloped spectra have
ratio values of <1). ATCC powder spectra (<75, <100, or <125 lm) are generally dark, with maximum
reﬂectance at the local peak or inﬂection in the 0.5–0.8 lm region, or maximum reﬂectance at any wavelength ranging from 2.6% to 8.9%, and 3.5% to 10.3%, respectively. All ATCC spectra exhibit an absorption
feature in the 0.8–1.3 lm region, with band depths ranging from 1% to 8%. This feature is diverse in
terms of number of apparent absorption bands. The presence of mixed valence Fe2+–Fe3+ phyllosilicates,
as evidenced by an absorption band near 0.7 lm with a depth of up to 5%, and Mg-bearing phyllosilicates,
as evidenced by an MgOH combination band in the 2.3–2.4 lm region, are seen in many of the least thermally metamorphosed ATCC spectra. The depth of the 0.7 lm band generally decreases with increasing
temperature. Olivine-associated absorption bands in the 0.8–1.3 lm region seem to be more prevalent in
the more metamorphosed ATCC spectra. However clearly-resolvable olivine absorption bands are not
present in ATCC spectra, suggesting that thermal metamorphism did not lead to the production of widespread crystalline Fe2+-bearing olivine. The reddest ATCC powder spectra are generally the darkest, and C
content is correlated with decreasing overall reﬂectance and weakly correlated with spectral slope. When
the degree of thermal metamorphism was compared to various spectral measures of slope, band depth,
and overall reﬂectance, no strong correlations emerged. However, it does appear that the most thermally
metamorphosed ATCCs have generally ﬂatter spectral slopes. ATCC chip spectra are brighter and less redsloped than powder spectra, but band depths are generally comparable. Laboratory-heated CIs and CMs
generally exhibit the same types of spectral changes seen in naturally thermally metamorphosed ATCCs.
For laboratory-heated CM and CI chondrites, and ATCCs for which temperature estimates are available,
reﬂectance generally decreases with increasing temperature to 500 °C, and then increases to higher
temperatures. Silicate absorption band depths are generally least for temperatures of 600–800 °C.
Below this temperature interval, ATCC spectra show more phyllosilicate-like absorption bands. ATCC
spectra generally become ﬂatter with increasing temperature above 400 °C. Temperatures in excess
of those experienced by the ATCCs (900 °C) are required for the appearance of well-resolved olivine
absorption bands.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As part of an ongoing study of the spectral reﬂectance properties of carbonaceous chondrites (CCs) (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b,
2012), this paper focuses on CCs that show evidence of aqueous
alteration followed by thermal metamorphism, hereafter termed
ATCCs. Identifying ATCC parent bodies is important for reconstructing the thermal history, and possible heat sources that operated in the early Solar System. The inclusion of speciﬁc meteorites
in this group is based on petrologic and/or spectroscopic criteria
(e.g., Hiroi et al., 1997). A number of investigators have developed
relative and absolute metamorphic sequences based on various criteria, and in this study we examine these classiﬁcation schemes in
the context of ATCC spectral reﬂectance properties.
Because the most widely applied petrographic scheme (e.g.,
Van Schmus and Wood, 1967) was established prior to the recognition of ATCCs, there is no consistent nomenclature associated
with them. Some ATCCs were described as ‘‘unusual CI/CM meteorites’’ by Hiroi et al. (1996a). ATCCs exhibit varying degrees and
intensities of both aqueous and thermal metamorphism and
hence are not as homogeneous a group as other CCs, such as
CM or CI chondrites. Part of the difﬁculty in developing quantitative or numerical criteria for aqueously altered and thermally
metamorphosed C chondrites is that detailed petrographic and
compositional studies often reveal complex alteration histories,
generally aqueous alteration (of varying duration and severity)
followed by thermal metamorphism (of varying intensities) and
with alternating episodes of oxidation and sulﬁdization (e.g.,
Lipschutz et al., 1999).
Additional factors that impede the development of classiﬁcation
schemes for these meteorites relate to the fact that original mineralogy is often unknown, thereby hampering efforts to relate objects
with similar initial compositions. For example, Wei (1996) found
that some meteorites in this group show afﬁnities with, and similarities to, either CI or CM chondrites. The degree of thermal metamorphism experienced by an ATCC can further obscure initial
assignment if thermal metamorphism was pervasive or severe enough to obscure petrographic fabric – one of the main criteria used
to distinguish ATCCs from unmetamorphosed CCs. Lipschutz et al.
(1999) has made the most detailed attempt to develop measures of
aqueous alteration, subsequent thermal metamorphism and estimates of oxidation or sulﬁdization. Laboratory heating experiments on CM2 chondrites show that gases released during
heating initially produce oxidizing conditions (450 °C) followed
by reducing conditions (>700 °C). Some ATCCs also show evidence
of aqueous alteration, followed by thermal metamorphism, followed by a second round of aqueous alteration (Tomeoka et al.,
1989). Finally, brecciation further complicates recognition and categorization of ATCCs (Lipschutz et al., 1999). Some CCs contain
heavily metamorphosed clasts (Jogo et al., 2011).
Evidence for thermal metamorphism in CCs subsequent to aqueous alteration (which normally also involved elevated temperatures) is varied. It includes parameters such as phyllosilicate
structure (Akai and Kanno, 1986; Akai and Tari, 1997), spectral
reﬂectance properties (Hiroi et al., 1997), degree of crystallinity of
various minerals (Nakamura, 2005; Nakato et al., 2011), structure
of organic matter (Kitajima et al., 2002), various petrographic criteria (Lipschutz et al., 1999), textural evidence (Akai, 1994; Abreu and
Singletary, 2011), low elemental totals in microprobe analyses of CC
phyllosilicates (e.g., Lipschutz et al., 1999), and depletion of thermally mobile elements (Wang and Lipschutz, 1998).
In this study we examine ATCC reﬂectance spectra from the
perspective of various classiﬁcation schemes, coupled to available
petrographic and compositional information. The spectra are further
examined in the context of laboratory heating, melting, and laser
irradiation experiments on various CI and CM chondrites and
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relevant phyllosilicates (i.e., serpentine- and saponite-group
phyllosilicates).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the available ATCC spectra and spectral metrics used in the analysis; Section 3 reviews relevant spectral studies, including laboratory
heating experiments on ATCC constituents, naturally heated ATCC
constituents, shocked phyllosilicates and CCs, laboratory heating
experiments on CCs, laser irradiation experiments, mineral mixtures, infrared spectral studies, and low atmospheric pressure results. Section 4 provides an overview of thermal metamorphism
effects on ATCCs and their constituents. Section 5 presents the
ATCC reﬂectance spectra, discussed in terms of the effects of terrestrial weathering, grain size variations, the causes of minor absorption bands, the impact of the degree of aqueous alteration, and
metamorphic effects, including various classiﬁcation schemes
developed for ATCCs. Section 6 discusses the spectral data in the
context of petrography and mineralogy, and Section 7 reviews attempts at identifying ATCC parent bodies.
Our goals are to determine whether ATCC reﬂectance spectra
can be used to determine their present mineralogy, constrain the
degree of both initial aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism, assess whether existing ATCC classiﬁcation schemes correlate with spectral variability, and determine whether criteria exist
that enable ATCCs to be spectrally identiﬁed and discriminated
from other CC groups.
2. Experimental procedure
Many of the details of our experimental procedure have been
discussed in previous papers in this series (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b).
Reﬂectance spectra of ATCC powders were measured at the RELAB
facility at Brown University from 0.3 to 2.5 lm with 5 nm spectral
resolution, in bidirectional reﬂectance mode at i = 30° and e = 0°,
relative to halon. Details of the RELAB facility are available at the
RELAB web site (http://www.planetary.brown.edu/relab/), and
sample powder sizes and ﬁle identiﬁcations are provided in Table
1. A total of 26 CCs that have been suggested as exhibiting evidence
of both aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism have been
included in this study. As in our previous studies of other CCs, we
have applied continuum removal to the spectra to isolate absorption features of interest and use various metrics to search for
systematic spectral–compositional trends (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b,
2012). Continuum removal involved dividing a spectrum by a
straight line continuum tangent to the spectrum on either side of
an absorption feature of interest. For the ATCCs this generally
involved either a continuum tangent to the spectra near 0.6 and
0.8 lm (to isolate the 0.7 lm region feature), or near 0.6 and
1.4 lm (to isolate the entire 0.6–1.4 lm region). A straight line continuum was chosen because it is easy to construct and requires no
assumptions about the actual shape of the continuum. Metrics that
were used include absolute reﬂectance at 0.56 lm, highest absolute
reﬂectance, various measures of overall spectral slope, and band
depths. Our analysis is supplemented by various laboratory heating
experiments on both phyllosilicates and CCs. Descriptions of the
ATCCs, spectral metrics, selected compositional properties, and
the reﬂectance spectra included in this study are available as
On-line supplements.
3. Relevant spectral studies
The ATCCs used in this study generally exhibit mineralogical
afﬁnities to CI and CM CCs. The major phyllosilicates present in
these meteorites are Fe-bearing members of the saponite- and serpentine phyllosilicate structural groups (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b, and
references therein). The most spectrally important constituents of
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Table 1
Aqueously altered and thermally metamorphosed carbonaceous chondrites included
in this study.
Grain size (lm)
<125
<125
<125
<125
chip
<125
Unknown
<125
Unknown
<125
<125
<125

Spectral ﬁle
c1mp35
c1mp36
c1mp55
c2mb18
c1mb18
c1mp128
c1ma78
c1mp114
c1ma77
c1mp41
c1mp21
c1mp44

MAC 88100
MAC 88107

<125
<100
<125
<500
<125 Pressed powder
<125

c1mt15
c1mp24
c1mb54
c1mc02
c1mp22lo
c1mp46

PCA 91008

<125

c1mp49

PCA 91084
WIS 91600

<125
<125

c1mp50
s1mp51

<75
<125
<125
<125
<125
<125
Smaller coated chip
Larger coated chip
Interior uncoated chip
<125
<125
<125
Smaller chip
Larger chip
<125

c1ph33
c1mp13
c1mp33
c1mp58
c1mp08
c1mb19
camb19
cbmb19
ccmb19
bkr2mp111
c1mp34
c1mb20
camb20
cbmb20
c1mp10

Meteorite
A-881334
A-881458
A-881655
B-7904
Dho-225
Dho-735
EET 83355
EET 87522
EET 90043
EET 96010
LEW 85311
LEW 90500

Y-793321
Y-794080
Y-82054
Y-82098
Y-82162

Y-86029
Y-86695
Y-86720

Y-86789

Presumed CC precursor
CM
CM
CM or CV
CI or CM

Table 2
Wavelength positions of major absorption bands of ATCC constituents.
Phase

Absorption band
position (lm)

Cause

Serpentines

0.70–0.75
0.90–0.94

Fe2+–Fe3+ charge transfer
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
OH
OH/H2O
Mg–OH

1.1–1.2
CM
1.4
1.9
2.3

CM
C – ungrouped
CM
CM2, CO3, C2, or
C3 – ungrouped
CM, CV3
CM
CM
CM
CM–CO, or
C – ungrouped
CM or
C – ungrouped
CM
CM or
C – ungrouped
CI or CM
CM
CM
CM
CI–CM

CI
CM
CI–CM

CI or CM

CI and CM chondrites include the various opaques, which affect
overall reﬂectance, spectral slopes, and silicate absorption band
depths, and the phyllosilicates, which give rise to absorption bands
that are most apparent in the 0.7, and 0.9–1.1 lm regions (Cloutis
et al., 2011a,b, 2012).
A number of experimental studies can be used to provide insights into the spectral changes that accompany thermal metamorphism of CCs and spectral properties of possible ATCC parent
bodies. These include: experimentally and naturally heated organics, phyllosilicates, and phyllosilicate-bearing materials; experimentally shocked phyllosilicates and CCs; laboratory heated or
melted carbonaceous chondrites; and laser-irradiated carbonaceous chondrites and simulants. Relevant materials exposed to
low pressure conditions provide information on how normal exposure to the space environment may affect their spectral reﬂectance
properties, and can help to separate out the spectrum-altering effects of this exposure from thermal metamorphism.
ATCCs contain both hydrous and anhydrous silicates and other
spectrally-relevant constituents. Some affect overall reﬂectance
slope, while others lead to diagnostic absorption bands. These
parameters are provided in Table 2. Some phases, such as metal
and carbonaceous phases have no well-deﬁned absorption bands
but can affect spectral slopes and albedo.
3.1. Laboratory heated ATCCs constituents
The spectrum-altering effects of high temperature excursions
on CC constituents have been examined by a number of investiga-

1.4
1.9
2.3

Fe2+–Fe3+ charge transfer
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
OH
OH/H2O
Mg–OH

Ferrihydrite

[0.5
0.85–0.90
1.4
1.9

Fe–O charge transfer
Fe3+ spin-forbidden
OH
OH/H2O

Magnetite

0.48
1–1.3

Fe3+ spin-forbidden
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition

Olivine

0.85

Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition
Octahedral Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld
transition

Saponites

0.65–0.68
0.9
1.1–1.2

1.05
1.3
Metal
Carbonaceous
phases

None
None

tors. One factor which must be kept in mind is that oxidation conditions will have an effect on how Fe-associated absorption bands
may change upon heating. The spectral properties of CCs are a
function of their major silicates and opaque minerals. Thus,
extending the results of heating experiments on single phases to
CCs must be approached cautiously.
Bruckenthal and Singer (1987) found that heating of phyllosilicates such as talc and montmorillonite (under dry nitrogen) up to
750 °C resulted in signiﬁcant reductions in H2O-associated absorption bands, but had little effect on OH-associated absorption bands.
They also found that the 2.2 lm metal–OH absorption band in
montmorillonite became more apparent with increasing temperature, due to a reduction in adjacent strong H2O absorption bands.
Their phyllosilicate spectra also showed an increasingly red slope
between 0.6 and 1.8 lm which they attributed to Fe oxidation by
released water. Naturally-occurring phyllosilicates (kaolinite,
montmorillonite, palagonite) heated to 200 °C in dry nitrogen,
showed minor spectral changes, largely conﬁned to reductions in
the depths of H2O-associated absorption bands (Bruckenthal and
Singer, 1987).
Lobell and Asner (2002) measured reﬂectance spectra of different soils with varying water contents and after drying at 70 °C for
two weeks. As with the phyllosilicate spectra discussed above,
decreasing water content was associated with decreasing depths
of H2O-associated absorption bands near 1.45 and 1.9 lm, and an
apparent increase in the depth of metal–OH absorption bands in
the 2.2 lm region, again likely due to a reduction in the intensity
of adjacent H2O absorption bands. Decreasing water content also
resulted in brighter and more red-sloped spectra.
Milliken and Mustard (2007) spectrally characterized nontronite
heated to 500 °C in air. The unheated sample spectrum showed an
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Fe3+–OH absorption edge near 0.5 lm, Fe3+-associated absorption
bands near 0.65 and 0.92 lm, an OH absorption band near
1.43 lm, an H2O absorption band near 1.92 lm, and an FeOH
absorption band near 2.28 lm. After heating, the Fe–OH absorption
edge became shallower and moved to longer wavelengths
(0.7 lm), probably merging with the 0.65 lm band, the 0.92 lm
band was broadened and centered closer to 1.1 lm, and the
1.43 lm OH, 1.92 lm H2O, and 2.28 lm FeOH bands all became
much shallower. They attributed these changes to a change in Fe
oxidation state and structure.
Morris et al. (2009) subjected nontronite and saponite to dry
nitrogen purging at 25 °C and heating to 110 °C. Under these conditions, the major change in their spectral properties was a decrease in H2O-associated absorption bands near 1.45 and 1.9 lm.
Fe and FeOH absorption bands were largely unaffected. The slope
across the 1.3–2.5 lm interval became less blue (redder) as the
H2O-associated absorption bands became weaker.
Ostrowski et al. (2010) conducted heating experiments on a
number of phyllosilicates. The samples were heated in air, and
chlorite was heated in both air and argon. Samples were heated
to between 300 and 1100 °C in 100 °C increments and allowed to
cool prior to spectral measurements. It was noted that the chlorite
showed color differences between the air and argon-heated runs.
Serpentine, kaolinite, and montmorillonite showed a gradual loss
of OH, metal–OH and H2O absorption bands with increasing temperature; the 1100 °C kaolinite sample spectrum was slightly redsloped with only a trace of the 2.2 lm region metal–OH band
remaining. The spectra showed nonsystematic variations in overall
reﬂectance and the shape of the absorption feature in the 0.9 lm
region. The 1100 °C montmorillonite spectrum showed a broad,
shallow absorption feature in the 0.9–1.2 lm interval. The nontronite spectrum showed more complex behavior. The 1.4 and 1.9 lm
region bands essentially disappear by 800 °C, while the 2.2 lm region metal–OH band persists up to 1100 °C, although it was considerably weakened. The 0.9 lm region Fe3+ band changed
appearance drastically, moving initially to longer wavelengths,
and then ﬂattening out, suggesting changes in Fe oxidation state
with heating. These results suggest that diagnostic phyllosilicate
absorption bands, speciﬁcally metal–OH combination bands,
persist to heating levels of 600–800 °C. However, how
applicable these results are to ATCCs, where oxidation conditions
may be variable and where other phases such as opaques can suppress these bands (e.g., Cloutis et al., 2011a,b), is unknown. In
addition, the effects of heating these phyllosilicates in air versus
conditions that may prevail on ATCC parent bodies are not well
constrained.
Phyllosilicate heating experiments by Daly et al. (2011) show
that with progressive heating, saponite OH-, metal–OH, and H2Oassociated absorption bands essentially disappear by 800 °C. The
spectra also become progressively redder. Serpentine shows similar loss of bands and spectral reddening. In chlorite, the metal–OH
bands in the 2.3–2.4 lm region may exhibit shifts in their position
at temperatures as low as 500 °C, and metal–OH bands.
Morris et al. (2011) subjected a number of phyllosilicates to
heating up to 210 °C in a nitrogen purged environment and recorded reﬂectance spectra after the samples cooled to room temperature. They found that CC relevant clays, such as serpentine
and saponite showed preferential loss of H2O absorption bands,
while OH bands were largely unaffected. It was found that an
absorption feature in the 1.4 lm region, which contains contributions from both OH and H2O, showed a shift in its position due
to the preferential loss of H2O. The Fe-bearing phyllosilicates also
became redder below 1.4 lm with increasing temperature,
although the cause of this is not apparent.
Che and Glotch (2011) subjected a variety of phyllosilicates to
heating up to 900 °C for 1 h in air and reﬂectance spectra beyond
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Fig. 1. Reﬂectance spectra of a <45 lm sample of a subbituminous coal heated in air
for different intervals.

1.2 lm were measured after the samples cooled to room temperature. Their spectra of a nontronite show an initial reddening, to
500 °C, followed by a bluing, suggestive of a change in Fe oxidation
state. OH, H2O, and metal–OH bands essentially disappeared by
700 °C.
Pommerol et al. (2011) measured >1.2 lm reﬂectance spectra of
ferrihydrite as a function of relative humidity. They found that the
depth of the 1.9 lm H2O absorption band is very sensitive to relative humidity, as expected, with the shallowest feature associated
with the lowest relative humidity.
The organic component in CCs, which consists predominantly of
a macromolecular, aromatic, solvent-insoluble component (e.g.,
Hayatsu and Anders, 1981), is also likely to undergo spectral
changes upon heating as its composition and structure vary among
different ATCCs (Kitajima et al., 2002; Naraoka et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2007). Organic materials similar in some aspects to the
macromolecular organic matter in CCs can be used to provide potential insights into how thermal processing may affect this material.
Reﬂectance spectra of a bituminous coal heated in air to 450 °C
for various periods of time shows a decrease in overall slope and
the loss of weak C–H stretching overtone bands in the 2.3 lm region (Fig. 1). Upon prolonged heating, so much of the organic fraction is either lost or aggregated, that phyllosilicates become
increasingly spectrally dominant; phyllosilicate metal–OH bands
in the 2.2 lm region are more apparent in the heated samples.
The overall effect of heating in this experiment is likely an increase
in the phyllosilicate:organic ratio.
Insoluble organic matter isolated from the Murchison CM2
chondrite has a generally neutral and featureless spectrum (Cloutis
et al., 2011a), and is highly condensed. Its condensed nature suggests that further heating would likely not lead to substantial
changes in its overall appearance (Cloutis et al., 2011a).

3.2. Naturally heated ATCC constituents
Complementing the results for laboratory-heated geological
materials, examination of naturally heated geological materials
relevant to ATCCs, can also provide insights into how thermal
metamorphism operating over geological times scales might affect
spectral properties of ATCCs.
Cloutis (2003) examined reﬂectance spectra of a series of coal
samples of increasing rank, which correlates with increasing
thermal metamorphism occurring over geological timescales. He
found that their spectra become increasingly ﬂatter and featureless
with increasing rank (Fig. 2). Moroz et al. (1998) found similar
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Fig. 2. Reﬂectance spectra of <45 lm fractions of different coal types.

spectral behavior in naturally occurring solid bitumens that have
been subjected to different degrees of thermal metamorphism.
Rowan et al. (1991) measured reﬂectance spectra of naturally
thermally metamorphosed organic-bearing shales. They found that
with increasing thermal metamorphism, the spectra became darker and bluer, OH bands became shallower, and C–H stretching
absorption bands became shallower, consistent with aromatization
of the organic fraction. Temperatures experienced by samples used
in this study ranged from 200 to 550 °C (Bostick and Clayton,
1986).
Bell et al. (1993) examined reﬂectance spectra of a palagonitized soil that represent an alteration sequence caused by heating
during emplacement of molten lava over a preexisting tephra cone.
With increasing thermal metamorphism, the samples show
increasing spectral contributions from nanophase and crystalline
ferric oxides: they are brighter, with a steeper Fe–O absorption
edge near 0.5 lm, a more resolved Fe3+ absorption band near
0.9 lm, and the sample closest to the lava slab has the shallowest
OH and H2O absorption bands.
The applicability of these results to ATCCs is variable, but suggests that thermal metamorphism of these types of materials will
result in aromatization of organics, expulsion of OH/H2O, and formation of more crystalline Fe oxyhydroxides. Spectrally, we expect
increasing thermal metamorphism to lead to darker and ﬂatter
spectra (if organic matter is not lost), reduction in phyllosilicate
absorption band depths, and possible changes in Fe-associated
absorption bands depending on redox conditions. Interestingly,
none of these experiments, conducted up to 1100 °C, resulted in
the formation of well-deﬁned olivine absorption bands via heating
of Fe-bearing phyllosilicates.

3.3. Shocked phyllosilicates and CCs
Shock is relevant to analysis of ATCC spectra from two perspectives: some ATCCs show evidence of shock (Tonui et al., 2001), and
shock effects can include transient heating. Rivkin et al. (2003)
examined 1.0–4.2 lm reﬂectance spectra of serpentines shocked
to pressures of up to 41 GPa. They found that C–H absorption
bands in the 3.4–3.5 lm region that were present in the original
sample disappeared in the shocked samples, and they attributed
this to shock-destruction of organics. They also observed changes
in the 2.7–3.0 lm region OH/H2O absorption bands, with the H2O
bands becoming unexpectedly stronger in the shocked samples.
They attributed this to reincorporation of liberated OH as H2O.
OH and metal–OH bands did show small changes in band depth
at different shock pressures, but remained resolvable in all the

spectra. Analysis of spectra from similar shock experiments on serpentine suggests that shock results in increased disorder, as evidenced by a broadening of OH/H2O absorption bands (Boslough
et al., 1980), as well as reincorporation of released OH as H2O.
Analysis of shocked nontronite suggested that shock resulted in
no major structural changes, but did result in a loss of interlayer
H2O (Boslough et al., 1980). Color changes accompanying shock
of nontronite have been attributed to shifting of the Fe3+–O absorption edge toward longer wavelengths (Weldon et al., 1980).
Tomeoka et al. (1999) and Tomioka et al. (2007) conducted
shock impact experiments on samples of the Murchison CM2 chondrite. With progressively higher shock levels, shock heating results
in decomposition of tochilinite to an amorphous material (at
10 GPa), decomposition of Fe–Mg–serpentines (at 10–30 GPa),
with complete decomposition at 36 GPa and, at 49 GPa, melting
and some recrystallization of Fe-rich olivine and less abundant
low-Ca pyroxene, and production of Si-rich glass, and complete
matrix melting (Tomioka et al., 2007). The corresponding temperatures were calculated as 200–330 °C at 10 GPa, 580–930 °C at
21 GPa, 830–1010 °C at 30 GPa, 1170–1200 °C at 36 GPa, and
1930 °C at 49 GPa.
3.4. Laboratory heated carbonaceous chondrites
Studies have previously been undertaken on how laboratory
heating affects the spectral reﬂectance properties of CCs. King
et al. (1983) vaporized and condensed samples of the Murchison
CM2 and Allende CV3 chondrites in a solar oven under vacuum
conditions. The major condensation products were found to be
olivine and magnetite, with lesser glass (MacPherson et al.,
1982). The various condensates have reﬂectance spectra that range
from similar to the starting material to red-sloped and featureless.
It is likely that the variations in spectral properties reﬂect differences in cooling rates and selective retention/loss of various elements. The relevance of these results to thermal metamorphism
of ATCCs may be limited, but does suggest that high temperature
metamorphism has the potential to lead to diverse spectra.
Clark et al. (1993) melted a number of CCs, including the Murchison CM2 chondrite, in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1700 °C followed by quenching and crushing (to <90 lm) for spectral
measurements. The Murchison quench product exhibited higher
overall reﬂectance than the starting material, loss of the 0.7 lm
phyllosilicate absorption feature, and appearance of a better-deﬁned olivine absorption feature. These differences were attributed
to the formation of larger opaque agglomerates and crystals than
the starting materials. This study suggests that very high temperature metamorphism can lead to signiﬁcant spectral changes in all
important spectral parameters.
Hiroi et al. (1993a, 1994) heated bulk samples of Murchison in a
low pressure hydrogen atmosphere for 1 week to between 400 and
1000 °C in 100 °C increments. Each heated sample was powdered
and sieved to <63 and 63–125 lm for spectral measurements. They
noted that the mineralogical changes accompanying heating included dehydration of serpentines and recrystallization as olivine
and orthopyroxene, and conversion of tochilinite to troilite by
600 °C, conversion of Fe–Ni sulﬁdes to Fe–Ni metal and coarsening
of grain size by 800 °C, recrystallization of chondrules, almost complete conversion of phyllosilicates to olivine and pyroxene and formation of abundant metal by 1000 °C. The heating also resulted in
a greater diversity of olivine and pyroxene Fe contents (Hiroi et al.,
1993b, 1994). These results were used to constrain the temperatures attained by a number of ATCCs and to search for spectral
matches to various dark asteroids (Hiroi et al., 1993a, b, 1994).
Hiroi et al. (1996a) used this data to deﬁne three heating ranges
for asteroids: <400 °C (phyllosilicate-rich), 400–600 °C (phyllosilicates transformed to anhydrous silicates), and >600 °C (fully
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anhydrous). Spectrally, increased heating of Murchison resulted in
shallower 0.7 and 3 lm band depths (both essentially absent above
700 °C), and less UV absorption, which was deﬁned by the 0.55/
0.337 lm reﬂectance ratio (Hiroi et al., 1996a).
The heated Murchison spectra were re-examined for this study
to interpret the spectral changes in light of the associated studies
cited above. Continuum removal in the 0.6–1.4 lm region was also
applied to the spectra to isolate changes in absorption bands in this
region. One of the most systematic changes associated with heating
is an overall ﬂattening of the spectra for both the <63 and 63–
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125 lm size spectra. Slope, as measured by the 2.4/0.67 lm ratio
generally decreases from 1.86 to 1.02 and 1.22 to 1.03 for the
<63 and 63–125 lm size series, respectively (Fig. 3). Maximum
reﬂectance or reﬂectance at the peak or shoulder in the 0.6–
0.7 lm region decreases up to 600 °C and then increases toward
higher temperatures. This may be a function of initial aromatization of organics (which would lower overall reﬂectance) followed
by aggregation of metal and sulﬁde particles at higher temperatures, broadly consistent with petrologic observations. Overall
spectral slope decreases with increasing temperature above

Fig. 3. Reﬂectance spectra of the Murchison CM2 chondrite heated to various temperatures. (a and b) <63 lm fraction. (c and d) 63–125 lm fraction. (e and f) continuumremoved spectra from (a and b), respectively. (g and h) continuum-removed spectra from (c and d), respectively. (i) Absolute reﬂectance at local reﬂectance peak near
0.65 lm versus 2.4/1.5 lm and 2.4/0.67 lm reﬂectance ratios for the <63 lm Murchison spectra shown in (a) and (b). Tie lines connect points of equal temperature. (j) Same
as (i) for 63–125 lm size samples.
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Fig. 3 (continued)

400 °C. This is consistent with a number of plausible mechanisms:
reduction of Fe3+, decrease in silicate Fe content, decrease in Fe
oxyhydroxide content, or change in composition of organic component to a more ordered structure. Reduction of Fe3+ is also consistent with the general decline in 0.6/0.5 lm reﬂectance ratio and
0.7 lm band depth (attributable to phyllosilicate Fe3+–Fe2+ charge
transfers).
When continuum removal is applied to the 0.6–1.4 lm region
we observe that the unheated Murchison spectrum is characterized by serpentine absorption bands: an Fe2+–Fe3+ charge transfer
band near 0.73 lm, and Fe2+ crystal ﬁeld transition bands near
0.9 and 1.1 lm. By 400 °C, the shape of this feature has changed:
the 0.73 lm band is essentially absent and the 0.9–1.1 lm interval
shows less structure. A 0.7 lm feature appears intermittently in
some higher temperature spectra but its depth does not exceed
2%. The 0.9–1.1 lm region suggests that an additional phase is
beginning to contribute to this region. Olivine is the likeliest contributor, as it has its strongest absorption centered near 1.05 lm
(King and Ridley, 1987; Sunshine and Pieters, 1998). An olivine
contribution is also suggested by: (1) a more prominent absorption
feature near 1.25–1.30 lm, which corresponds to the longest
wavelength olivine absorption band (Sunshine and Pieters,
1998); (2) an additional absorption near 0.85 lm (the shortest
wavelength olivine absorption band), seen most clearly in the
900 °C <63 lm spectrum; and (3) the region of strongest absorption shifting toward 1.05 lm (Fig. 3). Overall band depth in this
region is lowest for the 600–800 °C interval spectra, suggesting
that opaques are most effectively suppressing silicate absorption
bands over this temperature interval, are likely still dispersed

and ﬁne-grained, and that silicates are largely dehydrated but have
not recrystallized as olivine and/or pyroxene.
Hiroi et al. (1996b) heated chips of the Ivuna CI1 chondrite in a
vacuum cell for 1 week to temperatures of 300–700 °C in 100 °C
increments. It should be noted that two available unheated spectra
of Ivuna showed differences in overall slope and absorption bands.
The heated chips were ground to <125 lm for spectral measurements. Progressive heating of Ivuna results in complex spectral
behavior (Fig. 4). The unheated spectra are either red sloped or
blue sloped (Hiroi et al., 1996b). As with Murchison, maximum
reﬂectance and reﬂectance at the local peak near 0.65 lm initially
declines to a minimum near 400–500 °C and then increases with
higher temperatures. The 2.4/1.5 lm reﬂectance ratio is inversely
correlated with peak reﬂectance: the reddest spectra (as measured
by the 2.4/0.65 and 2.4/1.5 lm ratios) are also the darkest, except
for the unheated sample but, as mentioned, this relationship is not
correlated with temperature (Fig. 4). This suggests that Fe oxyhydroxides are likely responsible for this behavior, as Fe oxyhydroxides are dark in the visible region and red sloped. Ivuna has a
higher proportion of Fe3+-bearing phases than Orgueil and CM
chondrites (Bland et al., 2008). The UV and 3 lm absorption band
strengths decreased with increasing temperatures (Hiroi et al.,
1996b).
The large spectral differences between the two unheated fractions of Ivuna complicate determinations of spectral trends as a
function of heating (Fig. 4). Infrared spectra of Ivuna indicate that
it has lost a large proportion of its H2O by 300 °C, and is almost completely dehydrated by 700 °C (Hiroi et al., 1996b). The continuum
removed spectra of the unheated fractions suggest the presence
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Fig. 4. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of heated <125 lm sample of Ivuna. Temperature of heat treatment are indicated. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b),
respectively. (e) Absolute reﬂectance at local reﬂectance peak near 0.65 lm versus reﬂectance ratios of 2.4/local reﬂectance peak and 2.4/1.5 lm for the <125 lm Ivuna
spectra shown in (a) and (b). Tie lines connect points of equal temperature.

of Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates: weak absorption bands near 0.96
and 1.1 lm in the c1mb60 spectrum and stronger bands near these
same wavelengths in the c1mp18 spectrum. Fe3+-bearing phyllosilicates are less common than in Murchison as suggested by a weak
or absent 0.7 lm region absorption band (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b).
The c1mp18 spectrum suggests the presence of olivine from the
absorption band present near 1.25 lm, but olivine is not present
in this meteorite (Golden et al., 1994). The heated samples all suggest the presence of Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates: absorption bands
near 0.93 and 1.1 lm. Unlike Murchison, progressive heating shows
only weak evidence for the formation of anhydrous silicates, such as

olivine. Olivine formation is suggested by an overall general ﬂattening of the spectrum between 0.9 and 1.1 lm, which is most evident
in the 400 and 700 °C spectra. The 400, 500 and 600, but not 700 °C,
continuum-removed spectra also show the best evidence for the
long wavelength olivine band near 1.25 lm (Fig. 4). Band depths
in the 0.9–1.1 lm also generally decline with increasing temperature. However, a clear progression from phyllosilicate-dominated
to olivine-dominated features in the 1 lm region with increasing
temperature is not evident. The lack of systematic spectral changes
suggests that heating results in alteration of both the silicates and
opaques.
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Miyamoto et al. (2000) heated samples of the CM2 chondrite
Murchison and the CV3 chondrite Allende to 800 °C under two different oxygen fugacities to study how this parameter affects their
mineral assemblages. Both the sample of Murchison and the sample of Allende heated under higher oxygen fugacity (IW + 2) had
ﬂatter overall slopes and more pronounced absorption features in
the 0.9–1.3 lm region than the unheated and lower oxygen fugacity (IW 1) sample spectra. The IW + 2 spectrum of Murchison
was also brighter than the unheated spectrum. This suggests that
oxygen fugacity is a factor in how CC reﬂectance spectra are affected by thermal metamorphism.
Beck et al. (2010) measured infrared (2.5–7.5 lm) transmission
spectra of 3 CI and 9 CM chondrites that were heated to 300 °C
under vacuum, at various temperature increments. They found
that progressive heating led to the removal of adsorbed water followed by removal of phyllosilicate interlayer water. This wavelength range is too high to see effects of changes in Fe oxidation
state and organic slopes.
These heating experiments provide some insights into how
heating affects CC spectra, but not the mechanisms of these
changes. These are discussed in Section 6.
3.5. Laser irradiated CCs and simulants
Laser irradiation of CCs has been carried out mostly to determine the effects of space weathering. However, because laser irradiation involves localized high temperatures, the results are of

some relevance to understanding the effects of thermal metamorphism on CCs. Hiroi et al. (2003) conducted laser irradiation of a
CM simulant under vacuum and found that the irradiation resulted
in localized melting and the production of spherical glassy droplets. They found spectral evidence for serpentine dehydration and
a decrease in UV absorption, and OH and CH absorption band
depths. The irradiated sample spectrum, of similar grain size to
the unirradiated sample, was darker, but overall spectral slope
and shape were largely unchanged.
Moroz et al. (2004a,b) and Shingareva et al. (2004) conducted
laser irradiation of a sample of the CM2 chondrite Mighei in vacuum. Irradiation again produced droplets and aggregates of
quenched melt (Shingareva et al., 2004). The irradiated sample
spectrum was more red-sloped and had lower UV absorption than
the pre-irradiated sample spectrum. The full suite of irradiated
Mighei spectra (Moroz et al., 2004a,b) was reexamined to search
for systematic spectral changes (Fig. 5). The pre-irradiated Mighei
spectrum is red-sloped with evident 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 lm bands
that are characteristic of Fe-bearing phyllosilicates. The irradiated
sample was spectrally characterized in two ways: as size separates
(40, 45–75, 75–125, 125–250, and >200 lm), and as <45 lm
fractions produced by grinding the larger grain size laser-irradiated
fractions (Moroz et al., 2004a,b). This latter step was undertaken
because laser irradiation resulted in some welding of ﬁner materials and production of larger quenched droplets.
Comparing unirradiated to irradiated <40 lm sample spectra,
the irradiated sample spectrum is slightly brighter and redder.

Fig. 5. (a) Reﬂectance spectra of a sample of Mighei before (<40 lm) and after laser irradiation. Sample was sieved after laser irradiation to produce different size fractions
(laser irradiation resulted in the welding of particles and production of melted droplets which are concentrated in the coarser fractions). (b) Same as (a) with the larger
irradiated fractions ground to <45 lm as indicated. (c) Continuum-removed spectra from (a). Grain sizes and vertical offsets applied to the spectra for clarity are indicated. (d)
Continuum-removed spectra from (b). Grain sizes of the fractions that were reground to <45 lm and vertical offsets applied to the spectra for clarity are indicated.
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Both spectra exhibit well-deﬁned absorption bands near 0.71, 0.92,
and 1.11 lm. The unirradiated sample spectrum has additional
absorption bands near 1.25 and 1.30 lm which become less evident in the irradiated sample spectrum. If these bands are attributable to olivine, we would expect them to become more, not less,
prominent after irradiation, if phyllosilicates are dehydrated and
recrystallize as olivine. The spectra suggest that the phyllosilicates
are destroyed by irradiation but do not recrystallize as olivine.
The irradiated sample spectra all exhibit absorption bands
attributable to mixed-valence Fe phyllosilicates (0.71 lm), Fe2+bearing phyllosilicates (0.9 and 1.1 lm) and olivine (1.25 lm).
Compared to the unirradiated sample spectrum, they are generally
brighter, overall more red-sloped (as measured by the 2.4/0.7 lm
peak reﬂectance), but less red in the longer wavelength region
(as measured by the 2.4/1.5 lm reﬂectance ratio) and their 0.6/
0.5 lm ratio is largely unchanged. The 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 lm absorption bands all decrease in depth in the irradiated samples with
increasing grain size, while the 1.25 lm region band is more constant with a depth of 1%. This again suggests that olivine is not
being produced at the expense of phyllosilicates, which instead
may be transformed into amorphous phases (Gualtieri et al., 2012).
For the irradiated samples ground to <45 lm, there is a gradual
decrease in 0.7 and 0.9 lm band depths, and an increase in
1.25 lm band depth, with increasing original grain size. The
1.1 lm band shows more complex behavior: in the largest size
fraction it is broader and deeper than the smaller fractions, implying a greater contribution from olivine (which has a band near
1.05 lm). These results suggest that laser irradiation does not produce olivine at the expense of phyllosilicates, but that phyllosilicates are destroyed.
The laser irradiation experiments are consistent with formation
of amorphous phases from pre-existing phyllosilicates. This is
likely due to the fact that the irradiated phyllosilicates cool too
rapidly to permit recrystallization as olivine. As a result, the effects
of laser irradiation are expected to differ from those associated
with higher temperature ( J 1000 °C) thermal metamorphism
(Gualtieri et al., 2012).
3.6. Olivine–serpentine
Given that olivine and serpentine are the major silicates in
ATCCs, we can examine how combinations of these two minerals
interact spectrally. Fig. 6 shows a reﬂectance spectrum of a partially aqueously altered (serpentinized) dunite from the Jeffrey
Mine, Quebec, Canada (Aumento, 1970). In this sample, serpentine

Fig. 6. Whole rock reﬂectance spectrum of a serpentinized dunite from the Jeffrey
Mine, Quebec.
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has formed by aqueous alteration of pre-existing olivine and no
intermediate or poorly crystalline phases are present. The sample
shows absorption bands in the 0.9, 1.05, 1.12, and 1.27 lm region,
similar to those seen in a number of the ATCCs, and attributable to
both olivine (1.05 and 1.27 lm) and serpentine (0.9 and 1.12 lm).
The presence of abundant serpentine in this sample is also evidenced by the characteristic serpentine absorption bands near
1.38 and 2.32 lm. This suggests that serpentine + olivine assemblages can be recognized by the presence of absorption bands
attributable to both phases. Spectral detectability will depend on
relative abundances of these phases and their Fe2+ contents, and
the presence of any accessory opaque phases.
3.7. Insights from infrared spectral studies
The infrared spectral properties of ATCCs have been examined
by a number of investigators. While these studies are outside the
spectral range of this study, they can provide additional insights
into how thermal metamorphism has affected these meteorites.
Miyamoto (1990, 1992) and Miyamoto and Zolensky (1994) examined the 3 lm region of a number of ATCCs, and found that their
absorption bands in this region are much weaker than CM2 chondrites, consistent with dehydration of phyllosilicates. Sato and
Miyamoto (1996) and Sato et al. (1996, 1997) found that a number
of ATCCs have very suppressed 3 lm region H2O/OH absorption
bands relative to other CCs and closely match the spectrum of
Asteroid 2 Pallas in this regard. Hiroi et al. (1996a) included
3 lm band strength in his analysis of CCs. Using UV, 0.7, and
3 lm band strengths, the ATCCs B-7904, Y-82162, and Y-86720 fell
within the same ﬁelds occupied by CM chondrites heated to 400–
600 °C, consistent with partial dehydration of phyllosilicates. The
spectral results in this region are consistent with petrologic data
for these meteorites.
3.8. Low atmospheric pressure effects on ATCC constituents
Bishop and Pieters (1995) measured reﬂectance spectra (1.8–
12 lm) of a number of phyllosilicates exposed to 1 mbar (100 Pa)
air and CO2. Their samples of ferrihydrite – a common Fe oxyhydroxide in CI chondrites (Buseck and Hua, 1993), montmorillonite,
and palagonitic soil all show a decrease in the depth of the 1.9 lm
(and 3.0 lm) region H2O absorption feature at lower pressures;
spectral slopes showed more complex behavior but generally became bluer over the 1.8–2.5 lm interval. Cloutis et al. (2007,
2008) exposed a variety of minerals to Mars surface conditions
(660 Pa CO2) followed by the addition of UV irradiation, and then
a lower pressure (1 Pa) excursion. Their experiments included
smectites (beidellite, nontronite, montmorillonite, saponite), serpentine group phyllosilicates (berthierine, cronstedtite, halloysite,
serpentine), as well as some organic materials and goethite. The
spectral changes accompanying such exposure included changes
in overall spectral slope (e.g., serpentine becomes less red), and
Fe band depths (e.g., Fe3+ bands in nontronite become shallower),
but the major and most widespread change was a decrease in
1.9 lm region H2O band depth. Absorption bands associated with
OH (1.4 lm) and metal–OH (2.2–2.4 lm region) were largely unaffected by the low pressure conditions. The results of these experiments suggest that the most characteristic spectral features of
these phyllosilicates (i.e., Fe2+ absorption bands, OH bands, metal–OH bands) are not affected by exposure to low pressure conditions. Goethite, as a representative of Fe oxyhydroxides in CI and
CM chondrites, shows no signiﬁcant spectral changes when exposed to low pressure conditions (Cloutis et al., 2008). Some organic-bearing geological materials (i.e., gilsonite) become more redsloped when exposed to low pressure conditions, while others
showed no signiﬁcant spectral changes (Cloutis et al., 2008).
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Overall, the results suggest that low pressure exposure will
likely result in a reduction in absorption bands associated with
H2O and phyllosilicate Fe3+, while leaving Fe3+ oxyhydroxide, and
phyllosilicate Fe2+ and OH-associated absorption bands essentially
unaffected. Slope changes may occur in some phases upon exposure to low pressure conditions; the cause of these slope changes
is not known.
3.9. Summary
These diverse studies provide some useful insights into how
thermal metamorphism (and exposure to the space environment)
may affect CCs. Heating of phyllosilicates leads to a reduction in
the depth, or disappearance, of H2O-associated absorption bands.
Heating to 700–800 °C is not sufﬁciently high to lead to a loss of
metal–OH and OH absorption bands. Temperatures in excess of
800 °C are required for metal–OH- and OH-associated absorption
bands to show signiﬁcant reductions in intensity. The formation of
olivine from pre-existing phyllosilicates appears to require temperatures in excess of 1000 °C; such temperatures appear to have not
been achieved in ATCCs (e.g., Akai, 1990, 1992, 1994; Akai and Tari,
1997; Tonui et al., 2002; Nakamura, 2005, 2006; Nakamura et al.,
2006; Nakato et al., 2009). Shock heating/melting and laser irradiation experiments also suggest that temperatures in excess of
1100 °C are required for the formation of olivine from phyllosilicates (Tomeoka et al., 1999; Tomioka et al., 2007). However,
whether olivine results from shock heating/melting or laser irradiation also seems to depend on cooling rates and redox state (King
et al., 1983; Clark et al., 1993; Hiroi et al., 1993a,b, 1994, 1996b;
Miyamoto et al., 2000; Moroz et al., 2004a). What these experiments
collectively indicate is that with progressively increasing temperatures, phyllosilicate Fe3+–Fe2+, Fe2+, metal–OH, and OH absorption
bands become less intense, likely due to dehydration and loss of
crystallinity. Olivine-associated absorption bands do not become
prominent until sufﬁciently high temperatures ( J 1000 °C) are
reached to allow recrystallization of dehydrated phyllosilicates.
Organics are another phase that affect ATCC spectra. With
increasing temperature, organic materials appear to become bluer
and darker, provided this heating event does not lead to the loss of
the organic material (so that other phases start to dominate a spectrum). C–H related absorption bands are also reduced in intensity
upon heating.
Exposure to the vacuum of space will lead to a drastic reduction
in the depth, or complete loss of, H2O-associated absorption bands.
Fe2+-, metal–OH-, and OH-associated absorption bands are largely
unaffected; Fe3+-associated absorption bands show reduction in
band depths. The differences in H2O versus OH bands is not unexpected as structural OH is more tightly bound in phyllosilicates
than adsorbed or interlayer H2O. Organic materials may become
slightly more red-sloped. Exposure of organic materials to the vacuum of space suggests that they may get somewhat redder.
4. Effects of thermal metamorphism on ATCCs
The petrologic and mineralogic transformations that accompany thermal metamorphism are varied and change with intensity
of thermal metamorphism. Here we brieﬂy review some of the
changes that have been documented in ATCCs. Speciﬁc ATCCs
examined in light of these transformations are discussed in a subsequent section.
4.1. Phyllosilicates and silicates
Thermally metamorphosed CM2 chondrites, such as Y-793321
and B-7904, contain platy 9–13 Å phyllosilicates that are presumed

to be intermediate phases in the transformation of serpentine to
olivine (Akai and Kanno, 1986; Akai, 1990, 1992). Akai and Sekine
(1994) concluded that thermal metamorphism, rather than shock
accounts for the dehydration of preexisting phyllosilicates in
ATCCs. Nakamura et al. (2006) determined that the degree of thermal metamorphism can be gauged from thermal decomposition of
hydrous minerals as determined by XRD (Table 3).
Ikeda (1983) developed a measure of the intensity of aqueous
alteration based on alteration of chondrules as follows: Stage I:
no alteration, or only very weak alteration in peripheral parts of
chondrules; Stage II: alteration of chondrule groundmass into
aggregates of very ﬁne-grained hydrous minerals; Stage IIIa: partial alteration of low-Ca pyroxenes showing polysynthetic twinning to phyllosilicates; Stage IIIb: complete alteration of low-Ca
pyroxenes showing polysynthetic twinning to phyllosilicates;
Stage IV: alteration of olivine in chondrules to phyllosilicates.
Using this scheme, Kojima et al. (1984) classiﬁed a number of
ATCCs (Table 3).
Akai (1990) used TEM studies of matrix phyllosilicates to assess
differences in thermal metamorphism, focusing on alteration of
phyllosilicates to intermediate phases and olivine (Table 3). Akai
(1992) used laboratory heating experiments of phyllosilicates to
constrain thermal metamorphism temperatures. Akai and Tari
(1997) used phyllosilicate structures of a number of Antarctic
CM2, CI1, and CI2 meteorites to constrain thermal metamorphic
temperatures (Table 3). It appears that intermediate levels of thermal metamorphism result in the formation of amorphous materials (Nakato et al., 2011).
4.2. Carbon, sulfur, and associated phases
Thermal metamorphism results in progressive graphitization of
carbonaceous material and a thermal metamorphism sequence
based on ﬂash pyrolysis–gas chromatography of organic material
in C-chondrites was developed by Kitajima et al. (2002) (Table 3).
The relative amounts of organics released by thermal analysis
roughly mimics the extent of thermal alteration determined by
mineralogical and petrographic studies (Shimoyama et al., 1991).
Naraoka et al. (2004) developed a thermal metamorphism scale
based on C, H, and N concentrations in macromolecular organic
matter (Table 3). The absence of tochilinite (a common product
of aqueous alteration in CCs) can also be used as evidence of heating, as it decomposes to troilite at 245 °C (Tonui et al., 2002;
Ivanova et al., 2005). Raman spectroscopy also indicates that
organic matter from ATCCs differs from that in unmetamorphosed
CCs, in that the polycyclic organic matter in ATCCs is more ordered
than in the unheated meteorites (Quirico et al., 2009, 2011).
4.3. Petrography
Tonui et al. (2002) determined that heating of CMs resulted in
partial or complete loss of pre-existing tochilinite, partial to complete recrystallization of matrix phyllosilicates, blurring and/or
integration of chondrules with matrix and, in some cases, late stage
oxidation replacement of sulﬁdes by magnetite. Kojima et al.
(1984) developed a sequence of progressive aqueous alteration
on the basis of microscopic examination of a number of CM chondrites, particularly degree of chondrule aqueous alteration and matrix composition (Table 3). Nakato et al. (2009) determined that
matrix silicates and organic component can be used to constrain
temperatures and durations of heating events, speciﬁcally, the degree of decomposition and dehydration of matrix phyllosilicates as
determined by XRD, and the grade of matrix organics from microRaman analysis. He assigned heating temperatures to a number of
ATCCs on the basis of comparisons to experimentally heated Murchison (Table 3).
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Table 3
Classiﬁcation schemes developed for ATCCs. Meteorites included in these studies but not spectrally characterized are indicated with italicized type.
Kojima et al. (1984): Progressive aqueous alteration using Ikeda (1983) criteria
Stage I (unaltered): Y-791717
Stage II (weakly altered): Y-793321 (with minor stage IIIa)
Stage IIIa and IIIb (moderately altered): Y-791198
Stage IIIb (moderately altered) and minor stage IV (intensely altered): B-7904 (also thermally altered)
Stage IIIb (moderately altered) and IV (intensely altered): Y-791824

Akai (1990, 1992, 1994): Progressive thermal metamorphism
Y-793321 (300–350 °C for long duration heating or 500 °C for short duration heating) < Y-82162 (600–700 °C for long duration heating or 800 °C for short duration
heating) < Y-86720 (700–750 °C for long duration heating or 850 °C for short duration heating) 6 B-7904 (750 °C for long duration heating or 850–900 °C for
short duration heating)
Shimoyama et al. (1991): Progressive thermal metamorphism
Y-74662  Y-791198 < Y-82162 < Y-793321  B-7904 < Y-86720
Akai and Tari (1997): Progressive thermal metamorphic temperatures for CM2 chondrites
Unheated: Y-74662, Y-791198, and A-881955
Slightly to unmetamorphosed: Y-82042
Weakly or very weakly metamorphosed: Y-793321 (300–500 °C)
Intensely metamorphosed (no temperature estimates): Y-82054, Y-82098, Y-86695, and A-881334
Intensely metamorphosed: B-7904 (750–900 °C)
Akai and Tari (1997): Thermal metamorphic temperatures for CI-type ATCCs
CI1: Y-82162 (600–800 °C);
CI2: Y-86720 (700–850 °C).
Lipschutz et al. (1999): Progressive aqueous alteration
A-881655  B-7904 < Y-86720  Y-82162
Lipschutz et al. (1999): Progressive thermal metamorphism
500 °C 6 A-881655 < B-7904 < Y-82162 < Y-86720 6 700 °C
Lipschutz et al. (1999): Meteorites showing evidence of parent body thermal metamorphism
Y-793321, A-881655, Y-86789, B-7904, Y-82162 (CI/CM) and Y-86720
Tonui et al. (2001): Decreasing thermal metamorphism
EET 96010 = EET 90043 > Y-86029 > PCA 91008 > LEW 85332 = Y-82054 = WIS 91600 > Y-793321
Kitajima et al. (2002)
Unheated: Y-791198, Murray, and Cold Bokkeveld
Weakly heated: Y-793321 and A-881458
Moderately heated: A-881334
Strongly heated: Y-82054, Y-86695, B-7904
Tonui et al. (2002): Estimated heating levels
500 °C: Y-82054, A-881655, WIS 91600
500–600 °C: PCA 91008
600 °C: EET 90043, B-7904
700 °C: Y-86789, Y-86720
Naraoka et al. (2004): Progressive thermal alteration
A-881458  Murchison  Y-791198 < Y-74662 < Y-793321 < A-881280 < B-7904 < Y-86720
Nakamura (2005, 2006) and Nakamura et al. (2006): Estimated heating levels and stages
Stage I (<300 °C): Murray, Murchison, Y-791198, A-881458, and Y-793495
Stage II (<500 °C): A-881334, Y-86695, and Y-793321
Stage III (<700 °C): A-881655
Stage IV (>700 °C): B-7904 and Y-86789
Nakato et al. (2009): Progressive thermal metamorphism and temperatures
WIS 91600 = EET 87522 < Y-86695 < MAC 88107 < Murchison heated to 600 °C < PCA 91008 = Dho 735 < B-7904 = Murchison heated to 900 °C

Table 4
ATCCs that suggest intensive (CI1-type) aqueous alteration based on the presence of saponite, cronstedtite, or tochilinite.
Meteorite

Evidence of
alteration

0.59–0.67 lm
band present

2.32 lm band
present

Metamorphic
stagea

A-881655
B-7904
Dho 735
LEW 90500

Saponite
Saponite
Saponite
Cronstedtite
Tochilinite
Saponite
Saponite
Saponite
Saponite
Saponite
Saponite
Saponite

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
No

3
4
n.d.
n.d.

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

1
2
2
3
3
4
4

MAC 88107
WIS 91600
Y-793321
Y-82162
Y-86029
Y-86720
Y-86789

n.d. not determined.
a
Metamorphic stage from Nakamura et al. (2006). Higher values correspond to higher metamorphic temperatures.
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5. ATCC reﬂectance spectra
How the reﬂectance spectra of different CM chondrites compare
to experimentally heated and melted CCs and phyllosilicates (discussed above) can be used to assess how thermal metamorphism is
expressed in ATCC reﬂectance spectra. In this section we use the
classiﬁcation criteria of a number of investigators to assess how
their classiﬁcation schemes are expressed in ATCC reﬂectance
spectra. As mentioned above, potential complicating factors are
that the ATCCs used in this study have been aqueously altered to

different degrees prior to thermal metamorphism (e.g., Table 4),
and thermal metamorphism was accompanied by different degrees
of oxidation (Tonui et al., 2002). These effects do not appear to be
fully captured in existing classiﬁcation schemes.
All of the ATCC reﬂectance spectra and the continuum-removed
spectra are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the ATCCs are a
spectrally diverse group. They range from blue-sloped (e.g., A881655) to red-sloped (e.g., A-881458). Spectral slopes, as measured by the ratio of reﬂectance at 2.4 lm to the local peak or
inﬂection in the 0.5–0.8 lm region and 2.4/1.5 lm ratios, range

Fig. 7. (a–g) Reﬂectance spectra of thermally metamorphosed C chondrites (arranged alphabetically); (h–j) CM and CR chondrite spectra included in some of the thermal
metamorphism studies discussed in the text (arranged alphabetically); (k–q) continuum removed spectra from (a–g); (r–t) continuum-removed spectra from (h–j). Linear
vertical offsets applied to the continuum-removed spectra for clarity are indicated. Where possible, two straight line continua were removed from the spectra: over the 0.5–
0.8 and 0.8–1.4 lm intervals.
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Fig. 7 (continued)

from 0.78 to 1.48 and 0.93 to 1.24, respectively. Blue-sloped spectra have ratio values of <1.
The ATCC powder spectra (<75, <100, and <125 lm) are generally dark. Maximum reﬂectance at the local peak or inﬂection in
the 0.5–0.8 lm region, and maximum reﬂectance (at any wavelength) range from 2.6% to 8.9% and 3.5% to 10.3%.
The continuum-removed spectra also show a high degree of
spectral diversity. Some show strong evidence of the presence of
mixed valence (Fe2+–Fe3+) phyllosilicates, as indicated by an
absorption band near 0.7 lm; the best examples include A881458, LEW 85311, and LEW 90500. The depth of this feature
ranges up to 5%.
All of the ATCC spectra exhibit an absorption feature in the
0.8–1.3 lm region after continuum removal. This region is

expected to have spectral contributions from the abundant
Fe-bearing phyllosilicates and olivine that are present in ATCCs.
Continuum-removed band depths in this region range from 1%
(e.g., EET 87522) to 8% (A-881655, Y-86695). The presence of
Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates is indicated by absorption bands near
0.9 and 1.1 lm. Thermal metamorphism is expected to transform
phyllosilicates to anhydrous silicates, particularly olivine. Olivine
possesses absorption bands near 0.85, 1.05, and 1.25 lm. Of these,
the 1.25 lm band has the lowest degree of overlap with other ATCC
components. A prominent 1.25 lm absorption band is seen in the
spectra of some ATCCs, such as Dho 225 and EET 96010; they also
show good evidence for the additional olivine absorption band near
1.05 lm. However, the 1.05 lm band is not readily apparent, and its
presence is inferred from the region of low overall reﬂectance with
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Fig. 7 (continued)

a minimum near 1.05 lm or a broad, featureless region of absorption near this wavelength.
We also conducted a pairwise comparison of various compositional and spectral parameters, including C content, H2O content,
metamorphic stage (Nakamura et al., 2006), 0.7, 0.9, 1.05, and
1.1 lm band depths and wavelength positions, reﬂectance at the
0.5–0.8 lm peak or shoulder, maximum reﬂectance, and
2.4/0.5–0.8 lm region peak, 2.4/1.5 lm, and 0.6/0.5 lm reﬂectance ratios. These parameters were used to determine whether
expected compositional changes with heating were expressed
spectrally. These relationships in the context of metamorphic
grade are discussed below.
As a group, we found few visually apparent correlations between
pairs of spectral parameters for the entire suite of ATCCs. This is not

unexpected, as this group includes members with different degrees
of aqueous alteration and subsequent heating. The strongest correlations that were found were largely expected or anticipated.
Depths of absorption bands near 0.9, 1.05, and 1.1 lm were all
strongly correlated with each other (r > 0.8). Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates largely account for the 0.9 and 1.1 lm bands, while the
1.05 lm band is largely attributable to olivine. The correlations
are likely due in large part to the fact that these absorption bands
are broad, and an increase in any one of them will necessarily lead
to an increase in the other two. Phyllosilicate to olivine abundances
are generally negatively correlated in CCs, with olivine abundances
decreasing with increasing aqueous alteration, and increasing with
increasing thermal alteration. The relationship of the depths of
these features with metamorphic grade is discussed below.
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H2O content is expected to most strongly correlate with phyllosilicate band depths and inversely with degree of metamorphism, and these were the strongest trends found in relation to
H2O content (Fig. 8f–h). However, there is signiﬁcant scatter in
the data, suggesting that multiple factors again play a role in controlling band depths.
5.1. Terrestrial weathering effects
One possible confounding factor in spectral analysis of ATCCs is
terrestrial weathering. Spectral analysis of CR chondrites suggested
that terrestrial weathering resulted in the production of ferric oxyhydroxides which heavily modiﬁed their spectra in the 0.9 lm region (Cloutis et al., 2012). We did not ﬁnd a correlation between
the 0.6/0.5 lm ratio, which can serve as a measure of the degree
of terrestrial weathering (Salisbury and Hunt, 1974), and any of
the other spectral parameters, such as 0.9 lm band depth or 0.5–
0.8 lm region peak reﬂectance, or with weathering grade. Correlations between these parameters were found for CR chondrites
which have been affected by terrestrial weathering (Cloutis et al.,
2012). The lack of a strong correlation is likely due to the spectrum
altering effects of both the aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism that has affected the ATCCs to varying degrees. The lack
of a trend may also be due in part to the small number of samples
for which weathering grades are available, and the fact that all the
available samples fall between weathering grades A and B. The
only observation that can be made is that the weathering grade
A samples (4 in total) have 0.6/0.5 lm ratios of 1.05–1.08, while
the more weathered grade A/B and B samples (15 in total) span a
wider range: 1.01–1.31. In the current sample suite we expect
the effects of Fe oxyhydroxides produced by terrestrial weathering
to be manifested most strongly in the 0.9 lm region.
Fig. 7 (continued)

The broadness of the 0.9–1.1 lm region absorption bands also
likely accounts in large part for the lack of strong spectral correlations. As an example, we would expect the 0.7 lm band depth to
be correlated with the 0.9 and 1.1 lm band depths for most of
the ATCCs because most seem to have been derived from CM-like
precursors, and CM chondrites exhibit correlated 0.7:0.9 and
0.7:1.1 lm band depths (Cloutis et al., 2011a). The lack of correlation for the ATCCs suggests that the ATCC phyllosilicates have
more diverse Fe3+:Fe2+ ratios than the CMs, that loss of phyllosilicate Fe3+ does not correlate with loss of phyllosilicate Fe2+, or that
ATCC olivine has a strong and measurable effect on 0.9 and 1.1 lm
band depths.
A weak negative correlation was found between the 0.5–0.8 lm
peak or shoulder reﬂectance with both the 2.4/0.5–0.8 lm and 2.4/
1.5 lm reﬂectance ratios (Fig. 8a and b). In other words, the reddest ATCC spectra are also generally the darkest. This correlation
is explored in more detail as a function of metamorphic grade
below.
When compositional parameters were included in the pairwise
analysis, some additional trends emerged. We expected C content
to correlate most strongly with absolute reﬂectance and perhaps
slopes and band depths. The strongest correlation was found between increasing C content and decreasing reﬂectance (Fig. 8c),
as expected. A weak positive trend was found between C content
and spectral slope (Fig. 8d), suggesting that increasing C content
results in a redder spectrum. Possible weak negative trends were
found for C content and band depths in the 0.9–1.1 lm region
(Fig. 8e). This is not unexpected as increasing C content has been
shown to reduce silicate band depths (Cloutis et al., 2011a). The
weakness of the trend strongly suggests that other opaques, such
as Fe sulﬁdes, silicate abundances, and metamorphism also likely
contribute to band depths in this region.

5.2. Grain size effects
Our ATCC sample suite includes two samples with possibly different grain sizes (Dho 225 and Dho 735: <125 lm and ‘‘particulate’’), two with different grain sizes (LEW 90500: <100 and
<500 lm; WIS 91600: <75 and <125 lm), and three with spectra
of powders and chips (B-7904, Y-82162, and Y-86720).
Because of the unknown grain size of the second of the Dho 225
and Dho 735 samples, it is difﬁcult to use them to assess the spectrum-altering effects of grain size. The two paired sets of spectra
are nearly identical to each other in terms of overall reﬂectance;
the continuum-removed spectra show some differences in terms
of depth of the 0.7 lm band as well as some of the ﬁner structure
in the 0.8–1.3 lm region (Fig. 7). This suggests that these two
meteorites are somewhat heterogeneous at the scale of sample size
used for spectral measurements – not known for these samples,
but generally 0.2–1 g. No large-scale heterogeneities in these
ATCCs above the few hundred micron scale have been noted however (e.g., Ivanova et al., 2010).
For the two LEW 90500 spectra, the <500 lm sample spectrum
is darker than the <100 lm sample spectrum (Fig. 7), consistent
with other carbonaceous chondrites (e.g., Johnson and Fanale,
1973; Cloutis et al., 2011a). Overall spectral slope is similar for
both spectra. The <100 lm grain size continuum-removed spectrum shows deeper absorption bands than the <500 lm grain size
spectrum, suggesting that enhanced comminution may break up
opaque-free enclaves, allowing a greater contribution from opaque-free silicates; this is also consistent with its higher overall
reﬂectance (Johnson and Fanale, 1973).
The two WIS 91600 samples differ only slightly in grain size
range (<75 and <125 lm), and this likely explains the slight difference in overall reﬂectance (Fig. 7). The two spectra show small differences in apparent band position of the 0.7 lm region
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phyllosilicate feature and some of the details in the 0.8–1.3 lm region, suggesting a small amount of heterogeneity between the two
samples.
The B-7904, Y-82162, and Y-86720 powder versus chip sample
spectra allows us to best assess how large variations in physical
structure can affect ATCC reﬂectance spectra. For all three meteorites, the chip spectra are brighter and less red-sloped than the
<125 lm powder spectra (Fig. 7). For the continuum-removed
spectra, band depths are generally comparable. Individual absorption bands are generally better resolved in the powder spectra.

5.3. Minor absorption bands
In addition to the major absorption bands in the 0.7 and 0.8–
1.3 lm regions, a number of the ATCC spectra also exhibit apparent
absorption bands in other wavelength regions. The most prevalent
feature is located between 2.3 and 2.4 lm (e.g., A-881334, A881458). This feature is most likely attributable to Mg–OH charge
transfers in phyllosilicates, probably serpentine (Fig. 6) (Clark et al.,
1990). This feature is most prevalent in the lower metamorphic
grade ATCCs (Nakamura et al., 2006). The spectrum of Y-86029

Fig. 8. ATCC spectral–compositional metrics. (a) Reﬂectance at local peak in 0.5–0.8 lm region versus 2.4/0.5–0.8 lm peak reﬂectance ratio. (b) Reﬂectance at local peak in
0.5–0.8 lm region versus 2.4/1.5 lm reﬂectance ratio. (c) C content (wt.%) versus reﬂectance at 0.5–0.8 lm reﬂectance peak. (d) C content (wt.%) versus 2.4/0.5–0.8 lm peak
reﬂectance ratio. (e) C content (wt.%) versus depth of 0.9 lm absorption band. (f) H2O content (wt.%) versus 0.7 lm band depth. (g) H2O content (wt.%) versus 0.9 lm band
depth. (h) H2O content (wt.%) versus metamorphic stage of ATCCs (from Nakamura et al. (2006)). Filled squares: powders; open squares: chips. The thick line in (h) shows the
range occupied by unmetamorphosed CM chondrites.
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While a number of the ATCC spectra exhibit an absorption feature in the 2.2–2.4 lm region (e.g., A-881334, A-881458, Dho 735,
EET 87522, MAC 88107, Y-793321, Y-794080, and Y-86789)
(Fig. 7), they all exhibit this feature longward of 2.32 lm, consistent with serpentine rather than saponite. Only Y-86029 exhibits
an absorption feature shortward of 2.32 lm (at 2.30 lm), and this
is consistent with its well-deﬁned 0.60 lm saponite absorption
band. The ATCCs whose spectra exhibit a resolvable absorption feature in the 2.2–2.4 lm region range from weakly to intensely
metamorphosed samples (Nakamura et al., 2006), and includes
some of the samples aqueously altered to below petrologic grade
2 (Table 4 and On-line supplement), but not exclusively so. This
suggests that the presence or absence of this feature is not a reliable indicator of degree of metamorphism.
5.5. Metamorphic grade effects

Fig. 8 (continued)

contains a well-deﬁned absorption band near 0.6 lm (Fig. 7), most
consistent with an Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfer in saponite, which is
abundant in this meteorite (Tonui and Zolensky, 2001). Such a feature is seen in some other saponite-bearing ATCC spectra (Table 4).
Its prominence in the Y-86029 spectrum may be related to the
presence of coarse-grained phyllosilicate clasts in this meteorite
(Tonui and Zolensky, 2001).
5.4. Degree of aqueous alteration
A number of the ATCCs seem to have been aqueously altered to
beyond petrologic grade 2 (Table 3). This interpretation is based
largely on the presence of saponite or dehydrated saponite, a phyllosilicate that is most prevalent in CI1 chondrites (Brearley and
Jones, 1998). Saponite can be distinguished from serpentine, the
other major phyllosilicate in aqueously altered CCs, on the basis
of an Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfer band, which is located between
0.59 and 0.67 lm in saponite-group phyllosilicates, and between
0.70 and 0.75 lm for serpentine-group phyllosilicates (Cloutis
et al., 2011a). At longer wavelengths, serpentine exhibits Mg–OH
absorption bands in the 2.32–2.37 lm region, while in saponite
Mg–OH bands are located between 2.28 and 2.32 lm (Clark
et al., 1990).
Of the 36 available ATCC spectra, only ﬁve show evidence of a
saponite absorption band in the 0.59–0.67 lm interval (Table 4),
but in none of these spectra is it particularly prominent (Fig. 7);
the best example is Y-86029 (Fig. 7p). None of the apparently saponite-free ATCCs exhibit an absorption feature in this region. This
suggests that this feature can be used as a reliable indicator of
the presence of saponite, but its absence may not be a reliable indicator of the absence of saponite.

From the results of the various laboratory studies discussed in
Section 3, we can make some inferences about how thermal metamorphism may affect ATCCs. However, it should be noted that very
few consistent spectral trends were found for these various laboratory studies. The major mineralogic changes expected to accompany heating are a gradual conversion of phyllosilicates to
anhydrous silicates (largely amorphous silicates and/or olivine),
possible oxidation of Fe in phyllosilicates, and a reduction in opaque abundances.
In the case of dehydration of phyllosilicates, we would expect a
negative correlation between 0.9 and 1.1 lm absorption band
depths (phyllosilicates) versus 1.05 lm absorption band depth
(olivine). In all cases, we found positive trends between the depths
of all three of these features. This is likely due to the fact that these
absorption bands are closely spaced and difﬁcult to separate. The
straight line continuum removal that we applied to the spectra
over the 0.8 to 1.38 lm region is inadequate for recovering true
band depths. However, given the weakness of these absorption
bands, and noise in many of the spectra, more sophisticated curve
ﬁtting and deconvolution could not be applied in a robust manner.
In the case of reduction or oxidation of Fe in phyllosilicates, this
could lead to either a decrease or increase in 0.7 lm band depths.
However, the majority of the spectra had very shallow, and often
noisy, 0.7 lm region absorption bands, and as a result no clear
trend between metamorphic grade and 0.7 lm region band depth
was found. There are likely a number of reasons for this including
the lack of temperature estimates for many ATCCs, disagreements
in these estimates, and lack of information on the nature and abundance of phyllosilicates that were formed prior to thermal metamorphism. In the case of CMs, for which a 0.7 lm band is nearly
ubiquitous, we found a positive correlation between band depth
and degree of aqueous alteration (Cloutis et al., 2011b).
While increasing C content was correlated with decreasing
overall reﬂectance and increasingly red slopes, we did not ﬁnd a
correlation between C content and metamorphic grade. This is
not unexpected, as these meteorites may be heterogeneous at various scales, and C content may include contributions from organics,
elemental C, and carbonates.
A number of investigators have developed classiﬁcation
schemes for ATCCs based on various criteria. Here we review a
number of them, and assess whether they are correlated with measurable changes in ATCC reﬂectance spectra. If correlations exist, it
may be possible to apply these classiﬁcation schemes to constraining the aqueous and thermal history of ATCC parent bodies.
5.5.1. Ikeda (1983) and Kojima et al. (1984)
Ikeda (1983) developed a scale of the degree of aqueous alteration based on alteration of chondrules as follows: Stage I: no
alteration, or only very weak alteration in peripheral parts of
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chondrules; Stage II: alteration of chondrule groundmass; Stage
IIIa: partial alteration of low-Ca pyroxenes showing polysynthetic
twinning; Stage IIIb: complete alteration of low-Ca pyroxenes
showing polysynthetic twinning; Stage IV: alteration of olivine in
chondrules. Kojima et al. (1984) developed a similar sequence of
progressive aqueous alteration on the basis of microscopic examination of a number of CM chondrites, focusing in particular on the
degree of chondrule aqueous alteration and matrix composition.
They included two ATCCs in their analysis: Y-793321 and B-7904
(Table 3). They determined that Y-793321 was aqueously altered
to an average of their Stage II (weakly altered, but ranging from I

to IIIb), while B-7904 was altered to stage IIIb (moderately altered)
and subsequently thermally metamorphosed, resulting in phyllosilicate dehydration, recrystallization of olivine, and precipitation of
sulﬁdes. Akai (1990, 1992) determined that Y-793321 was only
weakly thermally metamorphosed, resulting in partial dehydration
of its phyllosilicates.
It is difﬁcult to draw comparisons between only two ATCCs,
which have undergone different degrees of both aqueous alteration
and thermal metamorphism. B-7904 exhibits an absorption band
near 0.67 lm region which is consistent with either saponite or
olivine, but the band is extremely weak and only present in one

Fig. 9. (a) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs associated with various classiﬁcations of degree of thermal metamorphism as determined by Akai (1990, 1992, 1994). Numbers
indicate increasing temperature and/or duration of thermal metamorphism (1 = least, 4 = most). See text and Tables 2 and 4 for details. (b) Continuum-removed spectra from
(a). (c) Reﬂectance spectra of CI-derived ATCCs as determined by Akai and Tari (1997). Y-86720 experienced a higher temperature than Y-82162. (d) Continuum-removed
spectra from (c). (e and f) Reﬂectance spectra of CM-derived ATCCs, with level of thermal metamorphism as determined by Akai and Tari (1997). Numbers indicate higher
temperature or degree of thermal metamorphism (1 = least, 4 = most). (g and h) Continuum-removed spectra from (f and g), respectively.
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Reﬂectance spectra of the two ATCCs thought to derive from CItype precursors (Y-82162 and Y-86720; Akai and Tari (1997)) are
shown in Fig. 9c and d and described in Table 3. The sample subjected to higher temperatures (Y-86720) has higher overall reﬂectance and a ﬂatter spectral slope, consistent with how thermal
metamorphism is expected to affect opaque phases. The continuum-removed spectra both show evidence of olivine (absorption
feature near 1.25 lm), and the more heated Y-86720 spectrum is
more featureless than the Y-82162 spectrum, which retains more
evidence of phyllosilicate absorption bands near 0.9 and 1.1 lm.
The CM-derived ATCCs examined by Akai and Tari (1997) are
shown in Fig. 9e–h and described in Table 3. The weakly or very
weakly metamorphosed Y-793321 has lower reﬂectance than the
less metamorphosed samples, but all are characterized by redsloped spectra and similar overall reﬂectance. The more strongly
metamorphosed CM-derived ATCCs (Fig. 9f) have similar overall
reﬂectance and red-sloped spectra as the less metamorphosed
samples. The most strongly metamorphosed sample has the highest overall reﬂectance, suggesting that increasing thermal metamorphism results in higher overall reﬂectance.
The continuum-removed spectra (Fig. 9g and h) show some evidence of progressive changes in spectral properties with increasing
metamorphism. The least metamorphosed samples (Y-74662, Y791198, and A-881955) all exhibit a serpentine-associated absorption band near 0.73 lm, and it is essentially absent from the more
metamorphosed samples, as expected. However, distinguishable
serpentine bands near 0.9 and 1.1 lm are present in most of the
spectra including some of the metamorphosed ones (e.g., Y86695). A resolvable olivine-associated absorption band near
1.25 lm is generally restricted to the more metamorphosed samples, including Y-86695.
Fig. 9 (continued)

of the B-7904 spectra. The presence of olivine is suggested by the
broadness of the 1 lm region absorption feature, and the weak
nature of the band is consistent with the low Fe content of B7904’s olivine (average Fa1: Steele et al., 1984). The Y-793321 spectrum shows stronger evidence for phyllosilicates: inﬂections near
0.9 and 1.1 lm (Fig. 7).
5.5.2. Akai (1990, 1992, 1994) and Akai and Tari (1997)
Akai (1990) used TEM studies of matrix phyllosilicates to assess
differences in thermal metamorphism for three ATCCs, focusing on
alteration of phyllosilicates to intermediate phases and olivine
(Table 3). He also conducted heating experiments on terrestrial
saponite and the Murchison CM2 for detailed comparison and to
assess different degrees of heating. He followed this up (Akai,
1992) with more detailed heating experiments to determine peak
temperatures for both short and long duration exposure for four
ATCCs (Table 3). Akai (1994) conducted detailed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies of B-7904 to determine that voids
in olivine grains were likely the result of thermal metamorphism.
Akai and Tari (1997) extended their earlier work to provide temperature estimates for additional ATCCs (Table 3), including some
thought to derive from CI precursors (Table 4).
The reﬂectance spectra of the powdered ATCCs studied by Akai
(1990, 1992, 1994) are shown in Fig. 9a and b and described in
Table 3. Overall reﬂectance and spectral slope does not distinguish
between the different ATCCs. With increasing metamorphism, the
0.9 and 1.1 lm bands become less distinct, transforming into a
broad more-featureless region of absorption. A 1.25 lm feature,
indicative of olivine is most apparent in Y-82162 and Y-86720
but not B-7904, which is expected to be the most olivine-rich. Band
depths in the 1 lm region are also least for B-7904.

5.5.3. Shimoyama et al. (1991)
Shimoyama et al. (1991) examined thermal release proﬁles of
organics from a number of ATCCs. They found a rough inverse correlation between the amount and types of organics released up to
700 °C and degree of thermal metamorphism as determined by
other investigators. They deﬁned a sequence of carbon release
(Table 3) that they relate to degree of thermal metamorphism
experienced by these meteorites. Where individual meteorites fall
in their sequence differs from that of other investigators, such as
Akai (1990, 1992) and Akai and Tari (1997) (Table 3).
The ATCC spectra arranged according to the metamorphic
sequence of Shimoyama et al. (1991) are shown in Fig. 10 and
described in Table 3. There is no consistent systematic trend
between metamorphic grade and overall reﬂectance, although it
appears that overall reﬂectance may initially decline and then
increase with increasing grade. This would be consistent with
observations that some opaques, such as tochilinite, are only stable
over a limited temperature range (Tonui et al., 2002), and that the
Fe content of phyllosilicates initially decreases and then increases
with increasing temperature (Kojima et al., 1984). This is also
broadly consistent with the behavior shown by laboratory heated
CM and CI chondrites discussed above. The metamorphic sequence
of Shimoyama et al. (1991) shows a reasonable correlation
between increasing thermal metamorphism and disappearance of
the 0.7 lm Fe3+–Fe2+ phyllosilicate band. The replacement of 0.9
and 1.1 lm phyllosilicate bands with 1.05 and 1.25 lm bands is
not as evident.
5.5.4. Lipschutz et al. (1999)
Lipschutz et al. (1999) examined a number of ATCCs (Table 3) to
determine their degree of aqueous alteration and subsequent thermal metamorphism on the basis of petrographic and trace element
criteria. They found that each ATCC underwent a unique sequence
and severity of oxidation/reduction/hydration followed by thermal
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Fig. 10. (a) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Shimoyama et al. (1991). See text and
Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. Numbers indicate higher temperature or degree of
thermal metamorphism (1 = least, 4 = most). (b) Continuum-removed spectra from
(a).

Fig. 11. (a) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Lipschutz et al. (1999). See text and
Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. First number indicates degree of aqueous
alteration and second number indicates degree of thermal metamorphism
(1 = least, 4 = most). (b) Continuum-removed spectra from (a).

metamorphism. They also determined that the ATCCs they studied
derived from at least two separate asteroids. In addition to the
ATCCs that were studied in detail, a number of others showed
mobile trace element evidence of mild thermal metamorphism
(Table 3).
The four ATCCs for which sequences of both aqueous and thermal alteration were determined are shown in Fig. 11 and described
in Table 3. There is no clear relationship between either the severity of aqueous or thermal alteration with most spectral properties,
such as overall reﬂectance. The more aqueously altered ATCC spectra do not exhibit deeper or better resolved phyllosilicate absorption bands near 0.9 and 1.1 lm. The only apparent relationship
that was found is that the two most metamorphosed samples, Y82162 and Y-86720, show the best evidence for a 1.25 lm region
olivine absorption band. It appears that the unique sequence of
alteration experienced by each meteorite has an effect on its ﬁnal
spectral features. It is probable that a greater temperature span
is required to see clear spectral differences in ATCCs.

replacement of sulﬁdes by magnetite. The various lines of evidence
were used to order the meteorites in terms of increasing thermal
metamorphism and to constrain temperatures for some of them
(Table 3).
Spectra of the Tonui et al. (2001) sequence of increasing thermal
metamorphism for ATCCs are shown in Fig. 12 and described in Table 3. There is a general trend of decreasing slope with increasing
thermal metamorphism, but absolute reﬂectance is not correlated
with this parameter, in spite of all of the spectra being for <125 lm
size samples. LEW 85332 was included by Tonui et al. (2001) in
their study, but is anomalous in many respects compared to other
ATCCs (e.g., Krot et al., 2002), and has been included in our study of
CR chondrites (Cloutis et al., 2012). The continuum-removed spectra show no deﬁnitive trends in absorption band characteristics,
although there is a general trend toward a more concave-shaped
absorption feature centered near 1.05 lm and a more readily
apparent 1.25 lm olivine-associated feature with increasing metamorphic grade (Fig. 12).
Tonui et al. (2002) used various petrographic and chemical criteria to constrain temperatures experienced by a number of ATCCs
(Table 3). Their reﬂectance spectra (Fig. 13) suggest a gradual increase in reﬂectance to 600 °C, and lower overall reﬂectance at
higher temperatures, broadly similar to the trend seen in laboratory-heated CM and CI chondrites discussed above. The leastmetamorphosed ATCCs have generally redder slopes. The continuum-removed spectra show a gradual movement of the minimum
of the broad absorption feature from 1.1 toward shorter wavelengths, and increasing evidence of a 1.25 lm region absorption
band, both suggestive of increasing inﬂuence of olivine. The lack

5.5.5. Tonui et al. (2001, 2002)
Tonui et al. (2001, 2002) described a number of lines of petrographic and chemical evidence for thermal metamorphism in a
number of aqueously altered Antarctic CCs. The evidence they cited
for aqueous alteration included the presence of carbonates, and
coarse-grained and Fe-rich phyllosilicates. The evidence for subsequent thermal metamorphism included high analytical totals for
phyllosilicates, textural observations, absence of tochilinite in
some samples, and loss of mobile trace elements. Evidence for differences in oxidation conditions that they observed include
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Fig. 12. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Tonui et al. (2001). See text and Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. Numbers indicate degree of thermal metamorphism
(1 = least, 5 = most). (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b), respectively.

of a prominent 0.7 lm region absorption band suggests that reduction of Fe3+ in phyllosilicates occurred as low as 500 °C.
5.5.6. Kitajima et al. (2002)
Kitajima et al. (2002) used the concept that thermal metamorphism results in the progressive graphitization of carbonaceous
macromolecular matter in carbonaceous chondrites to study the
degree of heating of ATCCs. They determined that increased thermal metamorphism results in lower amounts and lower variety
of pyrolyzates (but not necessarily lower overall C abundance).
They measured pyrolyzate abundance and variety by ﬂash pyrolysis–gas chromatography to determine a thermal metamorphic sequence for a number of ATCCS (Table 3).
The reﬂectance spectra of the CM2s and ATCCs examined by
Kitajima et al. (2002) show no systematic changes in absolute
reﬂectance with heating (Fig. 14), consistent with the variability
in overall C content in their ATCCs. However, overall spectral
slopes are generally ﬂatter for the moderately and strongly heated
samples; the 2.4/0.8 lm reﬂectance ratio ranges from 1.22 to 1.50
for the unheated and weakly heated samples versus 1.15–1.25 for
the moderately and strongly heated sample spectra. The most
notable and consistent change in the spectra is the disappearance
of the 0.7 lm phyllosilicate band with increasing thermal metamorphism. The more metamorphosed spectra also generally show
the best evidence for a 1.25 lm olivine band.
5.5.7. Naraoka et al. (2004)
Naraoka et al. (2004) developed a thermal metamorphism scale
based on C, H, and N concentrations in macromolecular organic

matter (Table 3). They determined that H/C ratio and solvent-soluble organic content decrease with increasing thermal maturation.
Their more metamorphosed ATCCs have ﬂatter spectral slopes
(Fig. 15). Overall reﬂectance seems to exhibit a decrease followed
by an increase with increasing temperature, mimicking the laboratory-heated CM and CI chondrites (see above). The continuumremoved spectra show no good systematic trends, except for the
reduction in the depth of the 0.7 lm band with increasing temperature. The more metamorphosed sample spectra are also generally
less strongly featured in the 0.8–1.2 lm region.
5.5.8. Nakamura (2005, 2006) and Nakamura et al. (2006)
Nakamura (2005, 2006) and Nakamura et al. (2006) used the
degree of thermal decomposition of hydrous minerals (as determined by XRD) to identify four stages of thermal metamorphism
in CCs: stage I (<300 °C) is unheated or very weakly heated and
consists of hydrated phases such as serpentine and tochilinite;
stage II (<500 °C) is weakly heated and consists mostly of amorphous silicates formed from decomposed phyllosilicates; stage III
(<700 °C) is moderately heated and consists of poorly crystalline
olivine; stage IV (>700 °C) is strongly heated and consists of crystalline olivine and low-Ca pyroxene. The sequence of thermal alteration as determined by Nakamura (2005, 2006), and Nakamura
et al. (2006) for a number of ATCCs included in our study are provided in Table 3.
The ATCCs in this study suggest that the Stage I samples have variable overall reﬂectance, but >4% near 0.7 lm. By Stage II, the reﬂectance values have decreased and range between 3% and 4%, and by
Stage IV, reﬂectance increases to >5% (Fig. 16). This again mimics
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Fig. 13. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Tonui et al. (2002). Estimated temperature experienced by each ATCC is indicated. See text and Tables 2 and 4 for sample
details. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b), respectively.

the trend seen in laboratory heated CM and CI chondrites. The continuum-removed spectra show differences, particularly between
Stage I and higher stages in terms of loss of the 0.7 lm region
absorption feature, appearance of an olivine-associated 1.25 lm region absorption feature (by Stage II), and reduction in the 1.1 lm
phyllosilicate-associated absorption band (particularly for Stage IV).

(600 and 900 °C Murchison spectra). Band depth in the 1 lm region
generally increases and then decreases with increasing thermal
metamorphism in the ATCCs, although the Murchison 600° C spectrum falls off this general trend.

5.5.9. Nakato et al. (2009)
Combined laboratory heating experiments and XRD data were
used by Nakato et al. (2009) to develop a calibrated thermal metamorphism scale for a number of ATCCs (Table 3). They determined
that the degree of decomposition and dehydration of matrix phyllosilicates (determined by XRD) and maturation grade of the organic component (determined by Raman microspectroscopy) can
be used to constrain temperatures and durations of heating events.
The spectra of their samples follow the previously seen pattern
of generally increasing (to their level 5) and then decreasing with
increasing temperatures. The laboratory-heated Murchison spectra
fall within the ﬁeld occupied by ATCCs in terms of overall reﬂectance and slope (Fig. 17), but out of the sequence of changing overall reﬂectance for the naturally-heated ATCCs. The spectral slopes
are most dissimilar from the ATCCs below 0.8 lm: the heated
Murchison spectra are less red-sloped in this region. This is not
unexpected, as terrestrial weathering of CCs leads to the production
of Fe oxyhydroxides, which are red-sloped in this wavelength region (Sherman et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985; Cloutis et al., 2011b).
The continuum-removed spectra are very variable. A 0.7 lm region absorption band is present in the least thermally metamorphosed ATCCs, as expected, but is also present in the two heated

The general lack of systematic spectral variations for ATCCs
stems from a number of factors. One of the main factors is that
individual ATCCs have been affected to varying levels of intensity
and duration of both aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism, likely differences in redox conditions during these alteration episodes, and possibly multiple cycles of thermal
metamorphism in some cases (e.g., Lipschutz et al., 1999). Different
ATCC components also require different temperatures for measurable spectral changes to occur. Thermal metamorphism may also
cause partial loss of carbonaceous phases. This is further compounded by the fact that a number of putative ATCCs have only
been cursorily characterized or analyzed, and hence their membership in this group is poorly constrained.
Comparison of different ATCC classiﬁcation schemes is complicated by the fact that very few ATCCs are common to multiple
studies (Table 5). Different investigators, using different criteria,
can arrive at different metamorphic sequences and maximum temperatures for the same ATCC, as discussed above. The unique aqueous and thermal alteration processes experienced by many ATCCs
(Lipschutz et al., 1999) further hampers the search for either common spectral properties or systematic changes as a function of
aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism within ATCCs.

6. Discussion
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Fig. 14. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Kitajima et al. (2002). See text and Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b),
respectively.

In spite of these difﬁculties, we can make some observations
concerning ATCCs and their spectral properties. Possible relationships between CC metamorphism and expected spectral changes
can be partially understood on the basis of the laboratory heating
studies cited previously, and expected spectral properties of
constituent phases. As discussed above, the major silicate phases
that would contribute to absorption bands in the 0.6–1.3 lm
region are olivine and phyllosilicates (predominantly saponite
and serpentine). With increasing thermal metamorphism, the
phyllosilicates will lose interlayer H2O followed by structural OH,
ultimately transforming predominantly to olivine, with poorly
crystalline/amorphous silicates forming at intermediate temperatures (Gualtieri et al., 2012). Spectrally, this would be manifested
as a gradual reduction in 1.1 lm band depth accompanied by an
increase in 1.05 and 1.25 lm band depths; the behavior of the
absorption band near 0.9 lm is more difﬁcult to predict, as it is
common to both Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates and olivine. A number
of factors could complicate this sequence however. Firstly, much of
the olivine in ATCCs is low iron (Fa1). Such low-Fe olivine has very
weak absorption bands near 0.9, 1.05, and 1.25 lm (e.g., Adams,
1968; Hunt and Salisbury, 1970). Weak absorption bands are also
characteristic of low-Fe phyllosilicates (e.g., Clark et al., 1990).
Absorption bands in the 1 lm region could also be attributed to
other phases, which are generally minor in ATCCs, such as orthopyroxene (e.g., Adams, 1974) and magnetite (Cloutis et al., 2011a).
The relationship between major mineralogy and spectral characteristics of ATCCs is not clear-cut. Some ATCCs, such as A881655, which contain abundant magnetite (Lipschutz et al.,
1999) show a well-deﬁned magnetite-like absorption band in the

1 lm region. EET 90043, which contains abundant Fe-bearing olivine (average Fa14) (Satterwhite and Mason, 1992) has one of the
most well-deﬁned olivine absorption features centered near
1.05 lm. MAC 88107, which contains an undetermined amount
of Fe-bearing olivine (average Fa8) (Martinez and Mason, 1989)
also shows an olivine-like absorption feature near 1.05 lm.
Y-793321, which contains some Fe-rich olivine (average Fa11)
(Yanai et al., 1995) and some magnetite (Kojima et al., 1984) shows
a strong 1 lm absorption feature characteristic of these phases.
However, other ATCCs, such as Y-86695 and Y-86789, which contain either high-Fe olivine or predominantly olivine (Yanai et al.,
1995; Matsuoka et al., 1996), exhibit no or weak absorption features in the 1 lm region. Developing more deﬁnitive relationships
are hampered by the lack of detailed petrography for many ATCCs.
It is believed that absorption band appearance is a complex function of mineral grain size and composition, and abundance, grain
size, and disposition of opaque phases.
Fe oxyhydroxides that are either pre-existing or formed by terrestrial weathering can also dominate absorption near 0.9 lm,
especially when combined with low-Fe silicates (Cloutis et al.,
2012). All of the ATCCs included in this study are ﬁnds, consequently, terrestrially-formed Fe oxyhydroxides are likely present.
The transformation of phyllosilicates to olivine appears to be relatively uncommon in ATCCs, most contain what appears to be poorly
crystalline, partially or fully-dehydrated intermediate products
(Tonui et al., 2002; Nakamura, 2005, 2006; Nakamura et al.,
2006). These intermediate products are expected to have weak,
broad absorption bands, consistent with the low intensity of
absorption bands in the 0.8–1.3 lm region of many of the
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Fig. 15. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Naraoka et al. (2004). Numbers indicate increasing thermal metamorphism (1 = least, 6 = most). See text and Tables 2 and
4 for sample details. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b), respectively.

laboratory-heated carbonaceous chondrites (Hiroi et al., 1993a, b,
1994, 1996b). Lastly, the abundance, type, and distribution of opaque phases will strongly affect silicate absorption band depths
(Cloutis et al., 2011a).
An absorption band in the 0.7 lm region showed some inverse
correlation between its depth and degree of thermal metamorphism for some ATCCs. This band is associated with Fe3+–Fe2+
charge transfers in phyllosilicates, particularly serpentine. Its general absence in the more metamorphosed sample spectra suggests
that thermal metamorphism is accompanied by reduction of Fe3+
in serpentine. The loss of phyllosilicate is also evidenced in the
ATCC spectra – phyllosilicate MgOH combination bands in the
2.3–2.4 lm region are more prevalent in the least-altered ATCC
spectra. The loss of a 0.7 lm band without an accompanying development of olivine-associated absorption bands is consistent with
the behavior of serpentine dehydroxylation upon heating. There
is a broad temperature interval (700–1000 °C) where dehydroxylation of serpentine results in the widespread formation of an
amorphous phase (Gualtieri et al., 2012). The temperature range
over which the dehydroxylation takes place and the resulting
intermediate and ﬁnal products are a complex function of phyllosilicate composition and structure (Gualtieri et al., 2012, and reference therein).
Other spectral properties that should be affected by thermal
metamorphism are overall reﬂectance and spectral slope. Both
spectral parameters depend on the type, abundance, grain size,
and physical disposition of the opaques. Previous studies of silicate–opaque mixtures (e.g., Milliken and Mustard, 2007; Cloutis
et al., 2011a) suggest that there is no easy way to predict how

opaques, such as organics, will affect silicate reﬂectance spectra
beyond a general darkening and reduction in silicate band depths.
In ATCCs, where opaque abundances vary widely, what appears to
be a possible trend of initially decreasing followed by increasing
overall reﬂectance with increasing temperatures, may reﬂect
changes in competing factors, speciﬁcally aromatization and
aggregation of organics and loss of organics, and transformation
and aggregation of phyllosilicates. This spectral trend was also
seen in the laboratory heated Murchison and Ivuna samples (Figs.
3 and 4). While the trends for Murchison and Ivuna are similar,
absolute reﬂectance and slopes differ in absolute terms between
these two meteorite series. Spectral slopes for both size fractions
of Murchison showed an initial reddening (to 400 or 500 °C) followed by a gradual bluing; no systematic trend was found for
Ivuna.
The general reduction in the depth of absorption features in the
0.8–1.3 lm region of many ATCC spectra with increasing thermal
metamorphism has a number of possible explanations. Absorption
bands in this wavelength region can be attributed to Fe2+ charge
transfers in phyllosilicates, olivine, and magnetite. The reduction
in overall feature depth is likely attributable to reduction in the degree of crystallinity of pre-existing phyllosilicates, as demonstrated
by a number of investigators (e.g., Hiroi et al., 1993a, 1994; Tonui
et al., 2002; Nakamura, 2005, 2006; Nakamura et al., 2006). In most
cases, it appears that the duration or intensity of heating were not
adequate to result in the production of crystalline olivine from
phyllosilicate dehydration. The lack of well-deﬁned olivine absorption bands in the ATCC spectra contrasts with ureilite and CO and
CV carbonaceous chondrite spectra, where well-deﬁned olivine
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Fig. 16. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Nakamura (2005, 2006) and Nakamura et al. (2006). Numbers indicate heating level (I = least, IV = most). See text and
Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a) and (b), respectively.

absorption bands are ubiquitous in the 0.8–1.3 lm region (Gaffey,
1974, 1976; Cloutis et al., 2010). It should be noted that in some
ureilite spectra, absorption band positions could not be conﬁdently
determined due to the spectrum-altering effects of carbonaceous
opaques. Ureilites, CO, and CV carbonaceous chondrites all contain
crystalline maﬁc silicates in a carbonaceous matrix, suggesting that
if similar Fe2+-bearing crystalline silicates are present in ATCCs,
they should be readily resolvable.
The compositional and spectral diversity of the ATCCs, and the
fact that they probably represent a continuum of heating, complicates the deﬁnition of spectral properties that characterize them.
However, we can use the common spectral properties found for
unheated CI (Cloutis et al., 2011a) and CM chondrites (Cloutis
et al., 2011b) and the most severely heated CMs to attempt to constrain how thermal metamorphism can alter their spectral
properties.
CI chondrites were found to deﬁne a restricted region in terms
of 2.2/0.7 lm region peak reﬂectance ratio versus 0.7 lm region
peak reﬂectance, and maximum reﬂectance versus 1 lm region
band depth (Cloutis et al., 2011a). The region occupied by the CIlike ATCCs (Table 5) as well as most of the lab heated Ivuna samples intersect the regions occupied by the unheated CIs (Fig. 18),
indicating that these spectral parameters, while useful for deﬁning
CIs, are not useful for discriminating unheated from laboratoryheated CIs and CI-like ATCCs. A more detailed comparison of CIs
versus ATCCs also failed to yield reliable spectral discriminators.
Again this is not surprising as CIs and ATCCs are spectrally diverse.
CM chondrites were found to deﬁne a reasonably well-ordered
trend between band depths of the 0.7 and 1.1 lm phyllosilicate

absorption bands (Cloutis et al., 2011b). The ATCCs and laboratory-heated Murchison samples overlap the CM ﬁeld (Fig. 19),
but are concentrated in the region of lowest band depths. This is
consistent with the dehydration of phyllosilicates and reduction
of their Fe3+ with heating. Other spectral parameters also fail to
separate unheated CMs from the most heated ATCCs and highest
temperature laboratory heated Murchison spectra. This is, in part,
due to the spectral diversity of CMs (Cloutis et al., 2011b) and
ATCCs. This is not unexpected given the range of intensities of both
aqueous and thermal metamorphism to which ATCCs have been
subjected.
In laboratory heated CM chondrites, maximum reﬂectance or
reﬂectance at the peak or shoulder in the 0.6–0.7 lm region gradually decreases up to 600 °C and then increases toward higher temperatures. Overall spectral slope decreases with increasing
temperature above 400 °C. Overall band depth in the 0.6–1.4 lm region is lowest for the 600–800 °C interval spectra, suggesting that
opaques are most effectively suppressing silicate absorption bands
over this temperature interval, are likely still dispersed and ﬁnegrained, and/or that silicates are in an intermediate stage of dehydration and have not extensively recrystallized. Progressive heating
of a CI chondrite (Ivuna) results in more complex (less systematic)
spectral behavior. The lack of systematic spectral changes in heated
CIs suggests that heating results in alteration of both the silicates
and opaques, with spectral changes occurring over different temperature intervals. The spectral diversity of ATCCs also suggests
that oxygen fugacity is a factor in how CC reﬂectance spectra are affected by thermal metamorphism, a result conﬁrmed by laboratory
heating experiments on phyllosilicates (Ostrowski et al., 2010).
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Fig. 17. (a and b) Reﬂectance spectra of ATCCs from Nakato et al. (2009). Numbers indicate level of heating (1 = least, 6 = most); temperature estimates are also provided for
some samples. See text and Tables 2 and 4 for sample details. (c and d) Continuum-removed spectra from (a and b), respectively.

Table 5
Measures of severity of heating of ATCCs by different investigators.
Meteorite

Nakamuraa

Akai and Tarib

Kitajimac

A-881334
A-881458
A-881655
B-7904
Dho 735
EET 83355
EET 87522
EET 90043
EET 96010

<500 °C
<300 °C
<700 °C
>700 °C

Intense
<250 °C?

Strongly
Weakly

750–900 °C

Strongly

MAC 88107
PCA 91008
WIS 91600

<300 °C (I)
<700 °C (III)
<500 °C (II)

Y-793321

<500 °C (II)
400–470 °C
<700 °C (III)
<700 °C (III)
<700 °C (III)
<700 °C (III)
<500 °C (II)
>700 °C (IV)
P700°C (IV)

Y-82054
Y-82098
Y-82162
Y-86029
Y-86695
Y-86720
Y-86789
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

(II)
(I)
(III)
(IV)

<300 °C (I)
<300 °C (I)

Nakatod

900 °C
>600 °C, <900 °C

Tonuie

Lipschutzf

500 °C
600 °C

600–700 °C

Shimoyamag

<600 °C
600 °C
600–700 °C
900 °C
<600 °C
600–900 °C
<600 °C

500–600 °C
400–500 °C
500 °C

300–500 °C
<245 °C
500 °C

Intense
Intense
600–800 °C

600–700 °C
Strongly

700–850 °C

Nakamura (2005, 2006) and Nakamura et al. (2000, 2006).
Akai and Tari (1997).
Kitajima et al. (2002).
Nakato et al. (2009).
Tonui et al. (2001, 2002).
Lipschutz et al. (1999) and Paul and Lipschutz (1989).
Shimoyama et al. (1989).

>500 °C

<600 °C
700 °C
700°C

600–700 °C
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Fig. 19. Depth of absorption feature in the 1 lm region versus depth of absorption
band near 0.7 lm. Filled squares: unheated CM chondrites, open squares: ATCCs,
ﬁlled circles: laboratory heated Murchison CM2.

Fig. 18. (a) Reﬂectance at local maximum or inﬂection near 0.7 lm versus 2.2/
0.7 lm reﬂectance ratio. (b) Depth of absorption feature in the 1 lm region versus
maximum reﬂectance. Filled squares: laboratory-heated Ivuna CI1, open squares:
ATCCs with some CI-like characteristics, ﬁlled circles: unheated CI1 chondrites.

The relevance of laser-irradiated CM chondrites to ATCCs is
uncertain. Laser irradiated samples (Moroz et al., 2004b) are redder
and brighter than the unirradiated sample, possibly due to aggregation of opaques. Simultaneous reddening and brightening is
not seen in any of the progressive heating steps of the CI and CM
chondrites. This suggests that while laser irradiation may be suitable for simulating space weathering, the results are not particularly relevant to understanding how thermal metamorphism
affects ATCCs.
Some spectral trends exhibited by ATCCs and laboratory-processed CCs as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 20. The
data are not as dense as those shown in Fig. 19 because temperature estimates are only available for a handful of ATCCs (Tables 3
and 4). An additional complexity is that temperature estimates
for some ATCCs vary by up to 300 °C. The relationship between
metamorphic temperature and reﬂectance in the 0.5–0.8 lm region shows the expected concave trend: with increasing metamorphic temperature, overall reﬂectance initially decreases to a
minimum in the 400–600 °C range, followed by an increase to
higher temperatures. In the 400–600 °C region, overall reﬂectance
of ATCCs is at the low end or below the range for CMs.
Spectral slope (Fig. 20) shows less systematic behavior as a
function of temperature, however, a number of the more strongly
heated ATCCs fall below the range of CMs. This spectral parameter
may be of some limited use for discriminating ATCCs from CMs.
The data suggest that heating leads to a general bluing of spectral
slope.

The depth of the 0.7 lm phyllosilicate band is expected to decrease with increasing temperatures as the phyllosilicates dehydrate. The ATCC powder spectra are suggestive of such a trend
when compared to unheated CMs (Fig. 20). However the laboratory
heated and laser irradiated CMs do not exhibit systematic decreases in 0.7 lm band depth. The most strongly heated samples
do cluster at the low end of the CM range. It would appear that a
shallow or absent 0.7 lm absorption feature is most consistent
with ATCCs.
Band depths in the 0.9 lm region also do not show strong
trends with temperature (Fig. 20). This is likely due to the fact that
the absorption feature in this region can contain contributions
from multiple phases associated with both hydration (e.g., phyllosilicates, magnetite) and thermal metamorphism (e.g., olivine). A
similar lack of trends is seen when band depths are measured near
1.05 lm (the center of olivine absorption bands) or 1.1 lm (the
approximate location of the longer wavelength phyllosilicate Fe2+
absorption feature).
7. ATCCs and asteroids
The spectral diversity of ATCCs in terms of overall reﬂectance,
slopes, presence/absence of absorption bands, and paucity of
well-deﬁned spectral-temperature trends makes identiﬁcation of
possible ATCCs difﬁcult to accomplish. While there are many studies that look at linkages between CC spectra and dark asteroids
(e.g., Chapman and Gaffey, 1979), the discovery and recognition
of substantially metamorphosed ATCCs, such as B-7904 postdates
many of these studies. With the availability of higher-resolution
asteroid (e.g., Vilas and Gaffey, 1989) and ATCC spectra (e.g., Hiroi
et al., 1996a,b, 1997) it became possible to establish tentative relationships between ATCCs and dark asteroids, accompanied by recognition that many dark asteroids possess potentially diagnostic
absorption bands. These studies also point to the need for higher
signal-to-noise asteroid spectra to be able to conﬁdently identify
weak but potentially diagnostic absorption bands. Linkages between CC absorption bands and asteroids were tentatively examined in Cloutis et al. (2011b) for CM chondrites.
While CM chondrites are reasonably well-behaved in terms of
exhibiting ubiquitous phyllosilicate-related absorption bands,
ATCCs are much more spectrally diverse, and increasing thermal
metamorphism tends to obscure silicate absorption bands. Thus,
the search for ATCC parent bodies generally tends to focus on UV
slopes and 3 lm band depths as a rapid assessment tool (e.g., Hiroi
et al., 1996a), as well as overall slopes and absorption band depths.
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Fig. 20. Metamorphic temperature versus (a) reﬂectance at 0.5–0.8 lm region local peak or inﬂection, (b) 2.5/0.5–0.8 lm local peak or inﬂection reﬂectance ratio, (c) 0.7 lm
absorption band depth, (d) 0.9 lm absorption band depth. Filled squares: ATCCs, open squares: <63 lm heated Murchison CM2 chondrite, open circles: 63–125 lm heated
Murchison CM2 chondrite, open triangles: heated Ivuna CI1 chondrite, crosses: laser-irradiated Mighei CM2 chondrite (temperature of 800 °C, which is the approximate
melting temperature of serpentine, assumed), M1: condensate from vacuum melting of a Murchison CM2 sample (3000 °C) (King et al., 1983), M2: melted (to 1700 °C) and
quenched (in a nitrogen atmosphere) <90 lm sample of the Murchison CM2 chondrite (Clark et al., 1993). X: Murchison heated to 800 °C at IW + 2 or IW 1, connected to
starting unheated material by dashed lines (Miyamoto et al., 2000). A number of the ATCCs have either a range of determined temperature of metamorphism or different
estimates by different investigators. For clarity the horizontal tie lines are not shown, rather high and low temperature estimates are shown. The range of spectral values for
unheated CM chondrites is shown by the wide vertical bar near 0 °C.

Speciﬁc spectral matches that have been made, over the 0.3–
3.6 lm region include Asteroid 10 Hygiea (C class) and Y-82162,
511 Davida (C class) and B-7904, 130 Elektra (G class) and LEW
90500 (Hiroi et al., 1996a). More wavelength restricted spectra
(0.3–2.5 lm) suggest matches between 1 Ceres (G class) and
Y-86720, 31 Euphrosyne (C class) and B-7904, 704 Interamnia
(F class) and Y-82162 (Hiroi et al., 1993a). These results suggest
that ATCC parent bodies may exist among multiple asteroid taxonomic groups. A more comprehensive analysis of asteroids versus
CC spectra will be the subject of a future paper in this series.

8. Summary and conclusion
Evidence for thermal metamorphism in CCs subsequent to
aqueous alteration (which normally also involved elevated temperatures) is varied, and includes petrologic, compositional, and
spectral criteria. Spectrally, ATCCs are diverse, and this is to be expected given the range of aqueous and thermal alteration to which
they have been subjected. When the degree of thermal metamorphism was compared to various spectral measures of slope, band
depth, and overall reﬂectance, no strong correlations emerged.
Both laboratory heating experiments and naturally altered
ATCCs suggest that ATCCs exhibit the following characteristics:

 Overall spectral slope of heated CI and CM chondrites ranges
from blue to red; the most thermally metamorphosed samples
have generally ﬂat to blue-sloped spectra.
 Maximum reﬂectance for ﬁne-grained (<125 lm maximum
grain size) powdered ATCCs ranges from 3.5% to 10%, and from
2.5% to 9% in the 0.5–0.8 lm region. Reﬂectance generally
declines upon heating, up to 600 °C, and then increases, perhaps due to aggregation and loss of opaques.
 All ATCCs and laboratory-processed CCs exhibit an absorption
feature in the 0.8–1.3 lm region, with band depths ranging
from 1% to 8%, which can be attributed to various phases, particularly Fe2+-bearing phyllosilicates and olivine.
 Absorption bands uniquely attributable to phyllosilicates – a
band in the 0.7 lm region (up to 5% deep and attributable to
an Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfers), and an absorption feature in
the 2.3–2.4 lm interval (attributable to an Mg–OH combination
band) are most prevalent in the least thermally metamorphosed
ATCC spectra. Depth of the 0.7 lm band generally decreases
with increasing temperature. Similarly, olivine-related absorption bands are generally better resolved in the more metamorphosed ATCC spectra.
 The lack of correlation between 0.7 versus 0.9–1.1 lm band
depths for ATCC spectra may be due to a number of factors:
the ATCC phyllosilicates may have wider range of Fe3+:Fe2+
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ratios than the CM chondrites, the dehydration of phyllosilicates is not always accompanied by the formation of olivine,
or ATCC olivine does not dominate the 0.9–1.1 lm region.
The reddest ATCC powder spectra are also generally the darkest.
C content is correlated with decreasing overall reﬂectance and
weakly with spectral slope.
ATCC chip spectra are brighter and less red-sloped than powder
spectra, but band depths are generally comparable.
The general lack of ‘‘universal’’ spectral trends for ATCCs can be
attributed to any number of factors. These include: lack of
agreement on heating temperatures for many ATCCs, the
unknown effects of heating duration; the importance of the
severity and duration of initial aqueous alteration; the presence
of aqueous ﬂuids during thermal metamorphism; differences in
the composition of precursor materials; redox conditions; the
fact that different ATCC components undergo measurable spectral changes at different temperatures; and the lack of detailed
petrography for many ATCCs.

The general trends that we observe with increasing thermal
metamorphism, and the major differences that exist between the
most thermally metamorphosed and unaltered CM chondrites includes: higher overall reﬂectance, a ﬂattening of spectral slope, a
decrease in silicate absorption band depths, and a region of broad,
undeﬁned, or olivine-like absorption in the 0.8–1.3 lm region, and
lack of a 0.7 lm region phyllosilicate absorption band. However,
these changes are more qualitative than quantitative. They cannot
be conﬁdently used to identify ATCCs or to constrain their temperatures, largely because the likeliest precursor materials, CI and CM
chondrites, are themselves, spectrally diverse (Cloutis et al.,
2011a,b).
The picture that emerges for ATCCs is that progressive thermal
metamorphism leads initially to a loss of H2O-associated absorption bands. At temperatures up to 400–600 °C, ATCC spectra become darker, and phyllosilicate absorption bands become less
prominent – they may be reduced in intensity and/or transform
into a region of broad, undeﬁned absorption. In the 600–900 °C
temperature range, ATCC spectra become generally brighter and
the 0.8–1.3 lm region is a region of broad, undeﬁned absorption.
At temperatures above 900–1000 °C, reﬂectance continues to increase, spectra become bluer, and the 0.8–1.3 lm region absorption feature becomes deeper and more closely resembles olivine.
ATCC spectra also generally become less red-sloped with increasing temperature. However, given the spectral diversity that exists
within precursor CI and CM chondrites (Cloutis et al., 2010,
2011a), it is not possible to establish spectral parameters that
clearly distinguish most ATCCs from unheated CIs and CMs. Rather,
the sequence of spectral changes presented here is more qualitative than quantitative.
We can make some very broad observations concerning ATCCs.
The mineralogic changes that accompany thermal metamorphism,
and which account for some of the observed spectral changes, include progressive dehydration of phyllosilicates (decrease in phyllosilicate band depths). This dehydration is accompanied by the
formation of amorphous/poorly crystalline phases which are only
weakly featured, spectrally. Well-resolved olivine absorption
bands are not apparent in even the most metamorphosed ATCC
spectra. Thermal metamorphism of CCs is accompanied by an initial decrease in overall reﬂectance (up to 600 °C), followed by an
increase and ﬂattening of spectral slope, at higher temperatures.
These changes can be attributed to aromatization, aggregation,
and loss of organic phases.
Improvements in our ability to recognize ATCCs and ATCC parent bodies in the asteroid belt from reﬂectance spectroscopy will
require improved characterization of ATCCs. In particular, an effort
should be made to resolve the discrepancies that exist between
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different investigators for ATCC temperature estimates. However,
it is questionable whether these discrepancies can be resolved, as
they likely arise from the different criteria used to constrain ATCC
temperatures, differences in precursor materials, duration and
intensities or aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism,
and differences in redox conditions. Many of the possible ATCCs
described in the Supplemental Material have been included in this
group on the basis of limited data. It is expected that future continued examinations of ATCCs will yield better insights into the relationship between their alteration histories and spectral properties.
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